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Chicago Dental Broker

Chicago’s fastest growing dental brokerage!

- Sales
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- Partnerships
- Negotiations

Call Dr. Rob Uhland
(847) 814-4149
for listing details

chicagodentalbroker@gmail.com
On behalf of the Chicago Dental Society Members, Board and Staff, it is my honor to invite you to the first virtual Midwinter Meeting in 156 years.

The Midwinter Meeting’s theme for 2021 is **Heart of Dentistry**.

When I started thinking about this theme years ago, I never expected that **Heart of Dentistry** would take on more meaning than I could ever imagine. While our world is changing, our profession now compels us to look even deeper into our hearts for the passion and commitment to move forward. The one thing we share together is that we have all been asked to make great sacrifices both at the office and in our personal lives.

What was once taken for granted, now finds us treasuring life and looking beyond the mouth and our cherished profession! While our team is focused on providing the best virtual meeting, it is difficult to imagine Midwinter without hugging our colleagues and embracing in-person together. Although we may not meet in a physical space this February, our friendships and bonds will continue to grow, and our hearts will go on!

General Chair Gene Romo and Program Chair Cheryl Mora, along with Scientific Director Ted Borris, and our entire CDS staff are working tirelessly to provide a tremendous virtual experience as we maintain our reputation as “The Respected Leader in Scientific Dental Meetings.”

Just as we have adjusted our lives, we are finding a new way of providing excellence to our membership. We are proud to have an amazing array of speakers who were chosen specifically for this virtual format. For your best learning experience during this time, we have chosen 40 of the best classes for each of the three days, each class at one and a half hours long. This format will allow you to experience as many of these exceptional speakers as you would like in the privacy of your home or in your office with your team.

Because 2021 is a CE year, I recommend signing up early to take advantage of these world-class speakers.

Early registration begins Nov. 2, which entitles you, as a CDS member, to be eligible for a rebate for the virtual exhibitor portion of our meeting.

We are also planning on having live virtual exhibits and a New Product Showcase, among other exciting events. The introduction of the latest products and great exhibitor deals are sure to be part of this extraordinary experience.

Make sure to register for texting at [cds.org](http://cds.org) to receive updates and surprises to come for our 2021 virtual **Heart of Dentistry** Midwinter Meeting.

I am excited to share this new opportunity with you and venture as one into 2021! As we maintain our high standards from the past, we look ahead to our future as I urge each of you to embark on this virtual experience together.

Lastly, I encourage each of you to share what **Heart of Dentistry** means to you, as I place my heart in your hands through this experience.

Virtually yours,

Dr. Dino

Dean P. Nicholas, DDS
President, Chicago Dental Society, 2021
We’re making business banking easier.

At PNC, our team of dedicated Healthcare Business Bankers understands your business challenges and the important role that cash flow plays in your success. That’s why we offer a range of solutions to help optimize management of your practice’s revenue cycle and payables, so your business can run with less complexity and payments can be received promptly.

Visit pnc.com/hcprofessionals or call 877-566-1355 to learn more.
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Founded in 1984, Andrews Construction has established itself as a leader in the field of medical, particularly dental office construction.

Whether remodeling, building out, or building from the ground up, from affordable start-ups to award winning showcase offices, we concentrate all of our efforts into making sure that our customers have a stress-free and pleasant experience. We take pride in giving you the best value, while ensuring that your new office is completed in a professional and timely manner.
CHECK YOUR HEALTH

2021 VIRTUAL CDS MIDWINTER MEETING
"Heart of Dentistry"
Presents

THE CDS WELLNESS PROGRAM
You Pick the Time, Date & Lab Location or Test At Home

CARDIO COMPLETE $399 SAVE UP TO $88
Inflammation Biomarkers for Heart Disease & Stroke, Kidney, Liver Testing & more
CardioMPO, The Plac Test, OxLDL, CMP hs-CRP, Cardiac Risk Assessment & Cleveland HeartLab’s "Know Your Risk"
PLUS Testosterone Test for Men & Thyroid Test for Women
Add any optional tests

WELLNESS NOW $199 SAVE UP TO $40
Heart Disease, Kidneys, Liver Testing & more
Complete Lipid Profile, CBC, CMP hs-CRP, Cardiac Risk Assessment & Cleveland HeartLab’s "Know Your Risk"
PLUS PSA Test for Men & Thyroid Test for Women
Add any optional tests

BLUEAPPLE AT HOME TEST KIT AS LOW AS $55
IT’S AS EASY AS 1 - 2 - 3
1 - Call & choose from the tests below
2 - Receive kit & collect sample
3 - Drop it in the mail & receive results via email

Price varies. Available tests include:
Complete Lipid Profile
A1c Diabetes Screening
hs-CRP - High Sensitivity C Reactive Protein
TSH - Thyroid Stimulating Hormone
PSA - Prostate Specific Antigen
Testosterone
Vitamin D

Fingerstick collection card with just a few drops of blood. Receive comprehensive CLIA approved lab results.

CREATE YOUR OWN PACKAGE
Choose a Minimum of 5 Optional Tests Below
ApoA1, ApoB & Ratios $65 12hr fast
CardioMPO $130
CBC - Complete Blood Count $29 17 tests
CMP - Complete Metabolic Panel $29 20 tests
Colon Cancer Screening - iFOBT Home Kit $40
Covid-19 Antibody Screening $15
Complete Lipid Panel $29 Fast 8 hrs or Non-fast
CoQ10 $75
DHEA $48
Fibrinogen $38
Hepatitis C Virus Antibody $52
Hepatitis B Virus $62
Homocysteine $50
hs-CRP - High Sensitivity C Reactive Protein $48
Mercury Screening $78 No fish for 72 hrs prior
NMR - Advanced Lipid Panel $120 12 hr fast
Omega 3 & Omega 6 $130
OxLDL - Oxidized LDL $65
The Plac Test $120
PSA for Men $38
Testosterone $45
TSH - Thyroid Stimulating Hormone $29
Vitamin B-12 $48
Vitamin D $48
Uric Acid $28

COVID-19 ANTIBODY TEST AVAILABLE
Must provide a copy of your insurance card.

SIGN UP TODAY
Call 888-999-3189 or email
bfaldner@blueapplehealth.com
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CDS offers you three ways to register:

• Online, at www.cds.org
• By faxing the form on pages 26 – 27 to 630.241.1007 before Jan. 10
• By mailing the form on pages 26 – 27 before Jan. 10 (postmark). Please use your own envelope and mail form to:

Chicago Dental Society
Midwinter Meeting
C/o Advanced Tradeshow Technology
PO BOX 1838
Fort Collins, CO 80522

Sign up for CDS text updates by texting DENTAL to 69922
HEART OF DENTISTRY OFFERS GREAT EDUCATION, EXHIBITS & MORE IN SAFE VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENT

The bright future of dentistry will be on display at the innovative virtual 2021 Midwinter Meeting, Heart of Dentistry, the Chicago Dental Society’s 156th annual event, Feb. 25 – 27. With this new format, we have extended the dates of the meeting through March 15 to ensure you both a live and on-demand opportunity to experience the meeting to its fullest.

CDS’s first virtual Midwinter Meeting promises to be an exceptional experience with outstanding continuing education and exhibits featuring the latest advancements in dental technology and much more.

“While we will miss seeing you in person and visiting with you, I can assure you Heart of Dentistry will meet and exceed the high standards of the Chicago Dental Society. I am confident the 2021 Midwinter Meeting will be the best virtual scientific dental meeting presented. I encourage you to visit our website, www.cds.org, and register now,” Dean Nicholas, 2021 CDS President, said.

Online registration for the 156th Midwinter Meeting, Heart of Dentistry, will be available through the entire Midwinter Meeting, but register to receive special prices. Don’t forget to sign up for CDS text updates by texting DENTAL to 69922.

An exciting virtual experience awaits you at Heart of Dentistry!

vMWM VIRTUAL PLATFORM

The Chicago Dental Society virtual Midwinter Meeting is an innovative digital environment providing access through videos, tiles, and links to learn and network with your colleagues in the dental profession. This historic experience allows educational opportunities in our 118 “live” 90-minute lectures, explore the exhibit hall and video chat with the experts while you shop online, and discover new opportunities to connect with other attendees.

PLATFORM & FEATURE OPTIONS

• Log in and update your profile, control your contacts, upload a photo, and link to your social media accounts, browse attendee lists and request to connect directly

• Choose from scheduled networking sessions on-going throughout the meeting and chat with your colleagues

• Looking for a job? Visit the Job Board and initiate a request for a private video chat

• Shop the exhibit floor, download product information, email the sales team or you can even schedule private video chats “live”

• Visit the Corporate Learning Theater and watch new product demonstrations as well as other educational content for your practice

• Choose from 118 “live” lectures or watch on-demand (when available) through March 15
Local expertise to give your dental practice momentum

With a dedicated team of healthcare banking professionals, First Midwest Bank serves local dentists and group practices. By making decisions locally, we provide faster turnaround and the help you need to maintain momentum without interruptions in patient service.

- Practice Acquisitions
- Start-up Financing
- Refinancing/Consolidation of Practice Debt
- New Construction/Expansion
- Commercial Mortgages

First Midwest Bank
MOMENTUM MAKERS

FirstMidwest.com

*Subject to credit approval. Property insurance may be required

Michael J. Helsdingen
Senior Vice President, Group Head
708.576.7108

Mark P. Oganovich
Senior Vice President
708.576.7122

Mohammed Abunada
Senior Vice President
708.576.7091
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• Each day earn CE hours on the exhibit floor, in “live”
lectures, on-demand lectures or in the Corporate Learning
Theater; CE hours will be displayed where available
• Participate in our Leaderboard game and win prizes
• Choose from Virtual Health Screening packages,
available for purchase from blueApple Health
• Not necessarily tech savvy? Visit the help desk and we
will get you to your destination

VIRTUAL MIDWINTER MEETING
LECTURE AND EXHIBITS “LIVE” &
“ON-DEMAND” SCHEDULE

The virtual platform will be available to all registrants 24/7
beginning 7:30 am on Feb. 25 through March 15.

The official “LIVE” dates of the vMWM are Feb. 25 – 27.

The dedicated “LIVE” schedule for lectures and exhibits is
as follows:

• Morning virtual lectures ......................... 8 – 9:30 a.m.
• Morning virtual exhibits .............................. 9:30 – 11 a.m.
• Mid-day virtual lectures ............................ 11 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.
• Mid-day virtual exhibits ............................ 12:30 – 2 p.m.
• Afternoon virtual lectures ......................... 2 – 3:30 p.m.
• Afternoon virtual exhibits ......................... 3:30 – 5 p.m.

The exhibits are open from 9 AM to 5 PM (CST – Central
Standard Time) each of the “LIVE” days of the meeting. Feel
free to peruse the exhibits, schedule video chats and place
your orders when it is convenient for you.

“ON-DEMAND” 24/7 lecture access will be rolled out be-
inning on March 1 through March 15. This 15-day window
allows attendees the opportunity to view on-demand cours-
es around the clock - if you purchased the lecture package.
So, catch up on all those courses you did not see in the
“LIVE” timeframe, peruse the exhibits, or schedule your
appointments with your favorite exhibitor in a more relaxed
environment.

vMOBILE APP

Be sure to download your virtual MWM Mobile App to get the
most up-to-date information to the vMWM platform. Login
will include your unique registration number (eight-digit
sequence number). Be able to view your personal lecture(s)
and event(s) schedule, social media, and current news from
the Chicago Dental Society. Stay tuned for further informa-
tion from CDS regarding the mobile app.

MIDWINTER MEETING INCENTIVES

REMEMBER THAT BUY 3 = 1 FREE

For every three paying registrations that you sign up, you
can register a fourth paying registration for free making the
Midwinter Meeting more affordable for all attendees. The
value of the lowest cost registration fee will be automatical-
ly credited at the time of registration.

EXHIBIT FLOOR REBATE PROGRAM:

All current Chicago Dental Society member dentists who
pre-register before February are eligible for the Annual
MWM Rebate Program. November value $100, December
value $35, January value $25. Make your purchase on the
Virtual Exhibit Floor and CDS will issue a check the value of
the rebate (or sale price if less than rebate value) after the
meeting. Proof of purchase required. For 2021 only, as an
added value to your membership, CDS will extend the Re-
bate Program purchase window from Feb. 25 through March
15. Be sure to take advantage of this added value. Visit our
virtual exhibits and make your purchase in the platform.

VIRTUAL LECTURE OPTIONS

The 2021 vMWM will host 118 (no repeat) lectures at 90
minutes in length. You can now purchase tickets individually
(a la carte) at $50 per lecture or take advantage of our new
lecture package. The lecture package fee is based on your
category and allows access to any of the 118 virtual lectures.
You can view, in real time, up to three lectures per day and
receive LIVE CE. This package deal also allows you to view,
on-demand, any lecture offered for ON-DEMAND CE which
will be rolled out beginning on March 1 through March 15.
YOUR HEALTHCARE REAL ESTATE & PRACTICE ADVISOR

1. THE LARGEST NETWORK OF BUYERS AND SELLERS IN THE MIDWEST
2. THE MOST DENTAL SPECIFIC TRANSACTIONS COMPLETED IN THE MARKETPLACE
3. THE ONLY FIRM IN THE MARKET SPECIALIZING IN BOTH REAL ESTATE AND TRANSITIONS

Testimonials

Dr. Kalpana Kandimalla
Innoxa Family Dental

"Working with Peter Congiolos at Joseph Rossi & Associates was the best business decision I could have made. He helped navigate me through the entire process of starting my dental practice and today I am now the proud owner of Innoxa Family Dental in Burlington. Pete and his group are much more than just commercial real estate advisors. They went above and beyond to help me in this process of starting my first practice. Their level of service and attention to detail is amazing. Pete was able to negotiate my lease and the three details that were specific to me as a dentist. If you are a dental professional needing any real estate services I highly recommend Joseph Rossi & Associates. Thank you for everything!"

Dr. Angela Landrowski
Peacock Dental

"It was great working with Joe Rossi & Associates. I met Joe through some real estate dealings in the past and when it became time to sell, I knew he’d be the best to facilitate the transaction. I worked closely with Jerry West who not only did most of the legwork but also introduced me to my legal team who were fantastic. Host it not been for Jerry, the sale would never have gone through. I was under contract in 7 days and closed in under 60 days!

Dr. Justin Welke
Chicago Pediatric Dentistry & Orthodontics

"Joe Rossi and his team were fantastic when it came to finding the right real estate situation for my start-up specialty practice. It was very particular with the exact setup I wanted (neighborhood, visibility, parking, etc.) and they were very patient in letting me evaluate all of the options that they found and presented to me. When it came to negotiating the lease, they were very knowledgeable and worked hard to achieve an agreement that was in line with comparable spaces. I recommend Joe to all of my colleagues who are looking to start a practice, he definitely knows the Chicagoland real estate landscape when it comes to dental practices – he is the source!"

Dr. Vu Ring
High Point Family Dentistry

"One of the most important variables to the success of a dental practice is the real estate. I’m so glad that I selected Peter Congiolos as my broker. Peter made the process simple, straightforward and easy to navigate in this increasingly competitive industry. We were able to close on 2 WDO locations within a few months of due diligence. He went above and beyond helping me deal with city specific rules and regulations. Don’t do it alone and if you are going to seek help, seek the best in the Chicago area at Joseph Rossi and Associates.”

Speak To One of Our Professional Advisors Today

Joseph Rossi
President

Peter Congiolos
Senior Vice President

Jerry West
Director of Operations

George Bazelonos
Director of Practice Sales

Job Name: 10022715_CDS
Date: Oct-27-20
Time: 12:22:35
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PAYMENT OF FEES
All payments must be made in U.S. currency by credit card (Visa, MasterCard or American Express) or by personal check drawn on a U.S. bank and made payable to the Chicago Dental Society.

DENTIST REGISTRATION
Chicago Dental Society requests that under no circumstances may a dentist register as any category other than those identified as “dentist”. Your membership in the CDS and ADA will determine the appropriate registration fee. This is particularly true if you are seeking CE credits from CDS or the Academy of General Dentistry. Dentists attending in the dual capacity as Press (category “P”) should register as a dentist and obtain Press credentials through the Department of Communications.

MEMBERSHIP PAYS DIVIDENDS
Free registration for the Midwinter Meeting is a benefit available only to those CDS members who have paid their 2021 dues. Associate members receive the same benefits as local members, including free registration for the Midwinter Meeting, the opportunity to participate in CDS educational and special event opportunities throughout the year and much more. If you are an ADA member outside Lake, Cook, and DuPage counties in Illinois or an international dentist, you can sign up to be a CDS associate member at on.cds.org/member.

If you choose to mail-in your registration, do not include your CDS dues payment. An outside contractor handles registration. Enclosing your dues payment with your registration materials will delay the processing of both your dues and your registration.

Direct mail registration can be sent to:
CDS Virtual Midwinter Meeting
C/O Advanced Tradeshow Technologies
PO Box 1838
Fort Collins, CO 80522

CDS dues can be paid online at www.cds.org. Please note that it may take up to one week to process your membership before you can preregister as Category A (CDS Dentist). You cannot join the ADA through CDS while preregistering. Register as a non-ADA member and contact your state dental society to join the ADA. If you do join the ADA for 2021 prior to April 1, CDS will refund the difference of the non-ADA registration fee.

REGISTRATION CONFIRMATIONS – EMAIL & DIRECT MAIL
Once you have registered your team online for the Midwinter Meeting, you will receive an email confirmation. This e-document will include a summary of your team and the courses and events registered for the 2021 vMWM. CDS will also mail a summary of your registration via the United States Postal Service so you have a paper copy readily available. Please note that there will be no actual badge(s) and lecture(s) tickets printed for the vMWM.

Contact our registration vendor immediately if you have a question about your registration summary received. Please call 630.241.1345 or 888.696.2446 or email cdscustomerservice@attregistration.com.

REFUNDS
All registration cancellations or requests for refunds must be made no later than Feb. 6 by contacting our registration vendor by email at cdscustomerservice@attregistration.com or by calling 630.241.1345 or 888.696.2446.

ONLINE ADDITIONS AND EXCHANGES
Please remember you can revisit the registration site at www.cds.org, from Nov. 2 through March 15 to make changes and additions to your office registration. You can also contact our registration vendor directly for adjustments and refunds as well. Because the 2021 Midwinter Meeting is completely virtual, there will not be any cancellation fee assessed.
WE’VE BEEN SAVING OVER 30% SINCE WE SWITCHED TO SHOFU RESTORATIVES.

OUR PATIENTS DESERVE THE BETTER CHOICE THAT’S WHY WE ONLY USE SHOFU’S ANTI-BACTERIAL BIOACTIVE GIOMER RESTORATIVES!

- Anti-Bacterial Protection
- Prevents Secondary Decay*
- Acid Neutralization
- Up to 30% Savings Over Other Brands

*8-Year independent clinical study recorded 100% retention rate, no secondary caries, failures, or postoperative sensitivity.

MINIMAL BACTERIAL COLONIZATION

ADVANCED BACTERIAL COLONIZATION

BIOACTIVE GIOMER TECHNOLOGY**

CONVENTIONAL COMPOSITES

BEAUTIFIL FLOW PLUS
Howard Glazer, DDS

BEAUTIFIL II LS
Jeffrey W Horowitz, DMD, FAGD, DASBA

UNIVERSAL COMPOSITE

FLOWABLE COMPOSITE

SELF-ADHESIVE FLOWABLE

SEALANT

BEAUTIFIL II
Value-Priced Nano-Hybrid, Aesthetic, Durable, Smooth Handling

BEAUTIFIL FLOW PLUS
Value-Priced, All Indications, Strength, Two Viscosities

FIT SA
Self-Adhesive Flowable, Great for Pedo PRR, Two Viscosities

BEAUTIFIL II LS
Nano-Hybrid Strength, Premium Aesthetics, Firm Handling

BEAUTIFIL FLOW PLUS X
All Indications, Strength, Effortless Polishing, Two Viscosities

BEAUTIFIL II GINGIVA
Restore Gingival Symmetry without Surgery

BEAUTISEALANT
Eliminates Acid Etching, High Bond Strength

RESIN CEMENT

BEAUTICEM
Self-etch & Self-adhesive, Dual Cure, Low Film Thickness

Visit shofu.com
Call 800.827.4638

Shofu Dental Corporation San Marcos CA 92078
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vMWM REGISTRATION FEES & OPTIONS:

Registration fees are based on the category types of Dentist, Team, Student and General.

In our virtual platform, badge and lectures fees have been significantly reduced and limited to two tiers. November/December and January/February/March (includes post-convention registrants for access to on-demand sessions).

BADGE ONLY
Includes exhibit floor access
• exhibit floor CE (1 hour per day)
• access to Corporate Learning Theater
• access to Opening Session, Networking Chat Rooms

BADGE + A LA CARTE LECTURE(S)
Includes exhibit floor access
• exhibit floor CE (1 hour per day)
• access to Corporate Learning Theater
• access to Opening Session, Networking Chat Rooms
• lecture(s) at $50 each; max 3 “live” per day + on-demand view of purchased lectures (March 1 - March 15)

BADGE + LECTURE PACKAGE
Includes exhibit floor access
• exhibit floor CE (1 hour per day)
• access to Corporate Learning Theater
• access to Opening Session, Networking Chat Rooms
• lecture package includes access to ALL lectures for one price; max 3 “live” per day; lecture package fee is based on badge category + on-demand view of ALL lectures 24-7, March 1 – March 15.

MWM LECTURES:
The Virtual Midwinter Meeting is offering 118 unique classes with no repeats during the LIVE three-day meeting. In a virtual experience you can view, on-demand, your registration package lectures at your convenience. All lectures will be 90 minutes in length including Q&A. The full vMWM platform is accessible around the clock from Feb. 25 through March 15, however, on-demand lecture access will be rolled out beginning on March 1 through March 15.

A LA CARTE PACKAGE
A la carte lectures offer an opportunity to pick up CE hours if you just need a few lectures. Purchase your vBadge and add those lectures – a la carte – at $50 per lecture. You can only see your purchased a la carte lectures “live” or on-demand.

MWM LECTURE PACKAGE
If you need to get your continuing education credits for re-licensure, this is the best deal. Pay one low fee based on your vBadge category and have access to any of the 118 virtual lectures. You can view “live” up to three lectures per day and receive LIVE CE. This package deal also allows you to view, on-demand, all lectures. Access to on-demand lectures will be rolled out beginning March 1 through March 15.

HANDOUTS
Lecture handouts will be available online beginning Monday, Nov. 2, or on the virtual Midwinter Meeting platform as well as the vMWM Mobile App. Please note that speakers may submit handouts closer to the meeting so be sure to visit the website if your handout is not there. Please visit our website or the mobile app when it is available for download.
IMPLANTS
EXCEEDING EXPECTATIONS

VITALITYDENTALARTS.COM ✦ CALL FOR A PICKUP (800) 399-0705 ✦ SHIP TO US FOR FREE

CUSTOM ABUTMENT
$199 per unit
Retail Price $299 per unit
COUPON CODE: 650

SCREW-RETAINED CROWN
$199 per unit
Retail Price $299 per unit
COUPON CODE: 650

ALL-ON-4 HYBRID ZIRCONIA
$500 OFF
Starting at $429 per unit
COUPON CODE: 650
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Many more coming and private sales – ask me about them!
BUYERS: interest rates are increasing. **BUY NOW AND SAVE!**

**CHICAGO, NORTH SIDE**
- Great starter practice. 3 ops and low overhead. Priced to sell.

**SOUTHWEST SUBURBAN**
- 4 op starter. All FFS and real estate also for sale.

**SOUTH SUBURBAN**
- Beautiful 4 chair FFS/PPO blend grossing $475K. Great visibility and priced to sell.

**ORTHO PRACTICE**
- Southern suburbs with 2 locations. Grossing $500K+, well-established and a great starter.

**NORTHWEST SUBURBAN**
- Profitable 3 chair/4 plum bed practice in strip center. FFS/PPO blend. $775K gross. Seller will transition. Won’t last.
- 4 op starter. All FFS and gross over $300K in ’18. Building also available.

**ROCKFORD**
- Amazing $3M Giant. One-of-a-kind C & B pratice. Over 1M in your pocket a year. Call for details.

**KANKAKEE/BOURBONAIS**
- Great 4 chair practice grossing approx. $400K. Priced to sell.

**PEDODONTICS**
- 3 new listings: NW Suburban, West Suburban, and South Suburban. Call for details.

Many more about to come into market with additional private sales not listed here. **Call me for those details.**

---

Robert Uhland, DDS and Mary Anne Thometz Uhland, DDS

**Call Dr. Rob Uhland at (847) 814-4149 for listing details or a complimentary consultation for sellers.**

CDB is locally owned and operated by a dentist and CDS member.
STUDENT SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH VPPOSTERS
Returning to the Midwinter Meeting are Student Scientific Research Posters where students from UIC College of Dentistry, Midwestern University College of Dental Medicine and Southern Illinois School of Dental Medicine will display their chosen research projects during the Midwinter Meeting. Please plan to visit these research posters and support our up and coming colleagues.

CONTINUING EDUCATION CREDIT
Illinois dentists are required to obtain 48 CE hours in a three-year period. The current cycle ends in September 2021. Illinois hygienists are required to obtain 36 CE hours in a three-year period and CPR certification in the year of licensure.

CONTINUING EDUCATION CE HOURS DEFINED:
LIVE continuing education hours are provided for all lectures viewed during their original scheduled time, Feb. 25-27, 2021 between 8 AM – 5 PM (CST – Central Standard Time).
General Anesthesia and Sedation in Your Office by an Accredited Anesthesia Provider. Accredited by the Accreditation Association for Ambulatory Health Care (AAAHC) For Pediatric, Special Needs and Adult Patients. Dr. Zak Messieha a Nationally recognized Dentist Anesthesiologist assisted by experienced nurses. Adhering to nationally set standards for safety and quality improvement. PALS/ACLS Certified instructor by the American Heart Association.

Contact us for information
www.officeanesthesiology.com
info@officeanesthesiology.com
drzkak@officeanesthesiology.com
630-620-9199

Dr. Zak Messieha
Board Certified Dentist Anesthesiologist
ON-DEMAND continuing education hours are provided for any lecture viewed after its original presentation – March 1 through March 15. Check with your State Society for the amount of eligible on-demand CE hours.

vMWM CONTINUING EDUCATION CREDITS

Once you have viewed your virtual lecture(s) you can download your continuing education certificate through the tile in the vMWM platform, through the mobile app or online at www.cds.org. Remember to retain your e-confirmation which includes your 2021 vMWM registration number. You will be prompted to enter your unique eight (8) digit sequence number to download your CE. Please note that the CE verification program will be adjusted for this virtual format.

CDS continuing education certificates for the 2021 vMWM are free through May 31. There will be a $35 certificate fee beginning in June.

DISCLAIMERS

COURSE/SPEAKER DISCLAIMER

Any and all statements or suggestions expressed or implied in any manner by an instructor or any other person(s) before, during, or after any educational meeting, seminar, or any other event, or any program held by or associated with the Chicago Dental Society Midwinter Meeting (MWM) is strictly the opinion of the instructor or other person(s) and not the opinion of the Society or the MWM. The MWM does not recommend, endorse, oppose, or suggest the use or non-use of any particular product, modality, company, or course of conduct. Each attendee agrees that any conclu-
Thinking of transitioning your practice, or looking for a growth partner?

We offer a variety of customized partnership solutions and can be the perfect fit for owner dentists with a variety of career goals and/or life scenarios.

Contact Fletcher Boyle at fboyle@csgsmiles.com for your free practice valuation.


Are you considering a future ownership transition? Are you curious about transition options available to you and your practice?

ddsmatch has supported dental transitions for over 10 years—Let's start a conversation!

Contact Rex Plamann, ddsmatch Chicago for more information: 1.855.546.0044
Practices Sales • Partnerships/Mergers • Associate Recruitment • Practice Appraisals
sion reached or decision made by him or her during or after the meeting is strictly that of the attendee and not at the direction, suggestion, or implication of the MWM, its employees, or agents. Speakers are required to disclose to participants any financial, commercial, or promotional interests in a product or company that may influence their presentation. However, the CDS shall not be liable for a speaker’s failure to disclose such interest. Please be advised that courses, speakers, or scheduling may change without notice.

RECORDING POLICY
Attendees are not allowed to record any portion of the convention. This includes lectures, other meetings, the Exhibit Hall, and activities within or any other portion of the convention. Violators of this policy will be removed from the platform and will have their registration revoked with no refund of registration fees or penalty to the Midwinter Meeting.

PHOTO CONSENT POLICY
Registration and attendance at, or participation in the Midwinter Meeting and all Chicago Dental Society (CDS) branch and regional meetings and activities, virtual or in-person, constitutes an agreement by the registrant/participant to the use and distribution of the registrant’s or attendee’s image or voice in photographs, video and audio recordings and all other electronic reproductions of such events and activities by CDS and other third parties.

RECORDED PROGRAMS
Select programs will be audio-recorded and available for purchase through Digital Conference Providers. Full meeting audio-recordings can be purchased in advance while registering online for $49 (show special). Individual programs can be purchased by contacting Digital Conference Providers. Past meeting audio-recording can be purchased at on.cds.org/recordings.

OPENING SESSION PROGRAM
The virtual Midwinter Meeting Opening Session will honor award recipients for the Gordon J. Christensen Lecturer Recognition Award, the Cushing Award, and the Chicago Dental Society Foundation Vision Award. Stay tuned for updates regarding the vMWM online at www.cds.org or in your inbox. Be sure to reserve your space for this complimentary program when you register.

HONOREES
GORDON J. CHRISTENSEN LECTURER RECOGNITION AWARD
The Gordon J. Christensen Lecturer Recognition Award was established in 1990. The award recognizes Dr. Christensen’s many outstanding contributions to the dental profession and the Midwinter Meeting, and it honors the contributions of the recipient. The award recipient will be recognized at the Opening Session of the Midwinter Meeting. Please see CDS social media for details during the meeting.
CUSHING AWARD
The George Cushing Award winner will be announced and honored at the Midwinter Meeting. The Cushing Award recognizes those who raise public awareness about the importance of oral health. The Communications Committee of CDS recommends the award winner. The award recipient will be recognized at the Opening Session of the Midwinter Meeting. Please see CDS social media for details during the meeting.

CDS FOUNDATION VISION AWARD
The CDS Foundation Vision Award honors outstanding volunteer achievement. The recipient is a CDS dentist, dedicated philanthropist and volunteer who generously supports access to care programs and dental education for the underserved in their community; practices the dental profession with integrity, honesty and truthfulness with commitment to the protection of the public trust; demonstrates altruism in endeavors, meriting the respect of patients, colleagues and the community, and leads and inspires others through a high sense of purpose and dedication.

FAQs
Do you have a question about the 2021 Virtual Midwinter Meeting? There is a good chance you will find the answer to your question online at on.cds.org/midwinter.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Nov/Dec</th>
<th>Package Nov/Dec</th>
<th>Jan/Feb</th>
<th>Package Jan/Feb</th>
<th>Package Fee</th>
<th>Course Fee</th>
<th>Credentials</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. CDS Member Dentist (Rebate Program)</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$50</td>
<td>$119</td>
<td>$129</td>
<td>$50</td>
<td>2021 CDS dues paid in full, or auto-dues enrollment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. ADA Member Dentist</td>
<td>$125</td>
<td>$155</td>
<td>$50</td>
<td>$199</td>
<td>$209</td>
<td>ADA Card 2020/2021</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Graduate, Resident Dentist</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$50</td>
<td>$149</td>
<td>$169</td>
<td>$50</td>
<td>Active enrollment in Grad Program/Hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. International Dentist</td>
<td>$125</td>
<td>$155</td>
<td>$50</td>
<td>$199</td>
<td>$209</td>
<td>Dental degree international address</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. Federal Dentist</td>
<td>$125</td>
<td>$155</td>
<td>$50</td>
<td>$199</td>
<td>$209</td>
<td>ADA Card 2020/2021</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. Non-ADA Member Dentist</td>
<td>$255</td>
<td>$285</td>
<td>$50</td>
<td>$289</td>
<td>$299</td>
<td>$50</td>
<td>U.S. only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD. Dental Student (USA)</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$50</td>
<td>$59</td>
<td>$69</td>
<td>$50</td>
<td>Active enrollment in U.S. dental school (excluding Illinois)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HF. CDS Dental Student Member</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$50</td>
<td>$59</td>
<td>$69</td>
<td>$50</td>
<td>Active enrollment in Illinois dental school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI. Dental Student (International)</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$50</td>
<td>$59</td>
<td>$69</td>
<td>$50</td>
<td>Active enrollment in international dental school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I. Hygienist</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$50</td>
<td>$149</td>
<td>$169</td>
<td>$50</td>
<td>Team member, register independently or with office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. ISDS Hygiene Member</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$50</td>
<td>$119</td>
<td>$169</td>
<td>$50</td>
<td>2021 ISDS hygiene members only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K. Assistant</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$50</td>
<td>$149</td>
<td>$169</td>
<td>$50</td>
<td>Team member, register independently or with office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. Office Personnel</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$50</td>
<td>$149</td>
<td>$169</td>
<td>$50</td>
<td>Team member, register independently or with office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC. Dental Health Coordinator</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$50</td>
<td>$149</td>
<td>$169</td>
<td>$50</td>
<td>Team member, register independently or with office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MH. Medical/Healthcare Professional</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$50</td>
<td>$149</td>
<td>$169</td>
<td>$50</td>
<td>Team member, register independently or with office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>Nov/Dec Registration Fee</td>
<td>Jan/Feb Registration Fee</td>
<td>Course Fee Per Course</td>
<td>Package Nov/Dec</td>
<td>Package Jan/Feb</td>
<td>Credentials</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N. Laboratory Technician</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$50</td>
<td>$149</td>
<td>$169</td>
<td>Team member; register independently or with office</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P. Press</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>contact CDS <a href="mailto:rschaffer@cds.org">rschaffer@cds.org</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PD. Pre-Dental Student</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$50</td>
<td>$59</td>
<td>$69</td>
<td>contact CDS Membership Dept, Join online <a href="http://www.cds.org">www.cds.org</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QA. Assistant Student</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$50</td>
<td>$59</td>
<td>$69</td>
<td>Active enrollment in dental assistant program</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QH. Hygiene Student</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$50</td>
<td>$59</td>
<td>$69</td>
<td>Active enrollment in hygienist program</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U. Guest/Family</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Must register as guest of a dental professional</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V. U.S. Trade</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$50</td>
<td>$149</td>
<td>$169</td>
<td>Industry professional</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. International Trade</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$50</td>
<td>$149</td>
<td>$169</td>
<td>Industry professional</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Registration begins Nov. 2. Tiers 1 & 2: Registration ends: Dec. 31; Tiers 3 & 4: Registration ends: March 15.
REMINDER: Access the virtual platform with your unique Registration Sequence Number (example: 100000/12345678) and email address to view your agenda and track continuing education credits.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REGISTRATION CATEGORY</th>
<th>NOV/DEC</th>
<th>JAN/FEB/MAR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. CDS Member Dentist</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. ADA Member Dentist</td>
<td>$125</td>
<td>$155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Graduate, Resident Dentist</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. International Dentists</td>
<td>$125</td>
<td>$155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. Non ADA Member Dentist</td>
<td>$255</td>
<td>$285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD. Dental Student (USA)</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HF. CDS Student Member</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI. Dental Student (International)</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. Hygienist</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K. Assistant</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. Office Personnel</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC. Dental Health Coordinator</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MH. Medical/Healthcare Professional</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N. Laboratory Technician</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PD. Pre-Dental Student</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QA. Assistant Student</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QH. Hygiene Student</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U. Guest/Family</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V. U.S. Trade</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. International Trade</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. PRIMARY REGISTRANT (Print or Type)

3. CATEGORY LETTER

4. PRE-REG FEE

TOTAL

5. SPECIAL EVENTS

- SE1/Opening Session/Awards

For reprint permission, contact the Publisher.
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If necessary, please photocopy the Additional Registrants form to register more members of your staff. A la carte courses are $50 each. Refer to page 24 for package pricing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prior Name</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. ADDITIONAL REGISTRANT (Print or Type) | 7. MEMBER NUMBER | 8. CATEGORY | 9. PRE-REG FEE | CHECK ONE |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COURSE/FEES</td>
<td>COURSE/FEES</td>
<td>COURSE/FEES</td>
<td>COURSE/FEES</td>
<td>COURSE/FEES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CHECK ONE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Identify special needs

10. AMOUNT TOTAL
Primary Registrant Total ________________________ Special Events Total ________________________ Additional Registrants Total ________________________
GRAND TOTAL ________________________

11. METHOD OF PAYMENT

☐ Check Amount: $ ____________________
☐ Credit Cards: ☐ VISA ☐ MasterCard ☐ American Express

Security Code _______ _______ _______ _______

(Please Print) CDS accepts personal checks (made payable to the CDS Midwinter Meeting). American Express, MasterCard and VISA as payment for pre-registration. However, if ordering tickets, we urge registrants to use American Express/Mastercard/VISA.

CARD NUMBER__________________________ EXPIRATION DATE _______ ________
CARD HOLDER’S NAME ____________________________
SIGNATURE ______________________________________
I HAVE READ THE DISCLAIMER

Tiers 1 & 2 Registration ends: Dec. 31. • Tiers 3 & 4 Registration ends: March 15.
FAX: 630.241.1007 • ONLINE: www.cds.org
MAIL: Use your own envelope. Mail your registration form to: Chicago Dental Society Midwinter Meeting, c/o Advanced Tradeshow Technology, P.O. Box 1838, Fort Collins, CO 80522.
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CDS FOUNDATION DISTINGUISHED SPEAKER LECTURE SERIES

PRESENTED BY
Michael C. DiTolla, DDS, FAGD
Vice President of Clinical Affairs
AEGIS Communications
Newtown, PA

Monolithic Materials Masterclass:
Working with Lithium Disilicate and Zirconia
Thursday, Feb. 25, 9:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
3 CE Credits, Course #V126

Learning Objectives
- Be familiar with the strengths and weaknesses of monolithic and bi-layered restorations, especially including indications, contraindications and prep design.
- Learn the different types of zirconia oxide restorations and their indications, and why polished zirconia is preferable to glazed zirconia.
- Be prepared to de-contaminate these restorations, select the correct primers, and determine the most appropriate cement.
- Learn how to adjust contacts and occlusion, learn the safest way to cut off these restorations, and be familiar with the specialty burs and polishers for these restorations.
- Understand which monolithic materials are more appropriate as a veneer material and understand the relationship between flexural strength and esthetics.

Beautiful Crown Preps and Impressions Made Easy
Thursday, Feb. 25, 1:30 p.m. – 4:30 p.m.
3 CE Credits, Course #V138

Learning Objectives
- Learn to select specific burs based on the chosen restorative material to ensure adequate reduction where needed.
- Understand where under-reduction of tooth preparations leads to anterior restorations that are clearly fake.
- See why a high-torque handpiece run at super slow speeds give you the smoothest prep margins, leading to more closed restorative margins.
- Learn to use a logical, scientific shade guide to help ensure highly acceptable esthetic results.

Underwritten by:
ContacEZ
Ivoclar Vivadent
Vista Dental Products

Tickets $50, with proceeds to benefit the CDS Foundation
Thursday

Early Morning 8 - 9:30 AM
Mid Morning 11 AM - 12:30 PM
Afternoon 2 - 3:30 PM

CDS offers you three ways to register:

• Online, at www.cds.org
• By faxing the form on pages 26 – 27 to 630.241.1007 before Jan. 10
• By mailing the form on pages 26 – 27 before Jan. 10 (postmark). Please use your own envelope and mail form to:

Chicago Dental Society
Midwinter Meeting
c/o Advanced Tradeshows Technology
PO BOX 1838
Fort Collins, CO 80522

Sign up for CDS text updates by texting DENTAL to 69922
Top 10 Management Tools
Lois Banta, Grain Valley, MO
Consultant

Designing systems and protocols for a good foundation of production and collections can be quite a challenge. This seminar is designed to identify strategies and systems to keep your finger on the pulse of the practice and address day-to-day concerns before they become major issues. This lecture will identify the top 10 must have systems that need to be in place to achieve optimal results.

After this course, you will be able to:
• Identify and implement key systems for optimal success
• Design leadership systems for morning huddles and team meetings

BUSINESS/COMMUNICATION LECTURE
V100, 8-9:30 AM
A la Carte fee: $50
1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for All

Simple, Predictable Crowns & FPDs in 2021
Gordon Christensen, PhD, Provo, UT
Private Practice

Many restorative concepts are changing. Is PFM gone, and if not, what techniques are best? Is zirconia really zirconia, which type should be used and when? Is lithium disilicate still the best for single crowns? What is better? Are digital scanners and procedures taking over restorative? Are they better than conventional? Techniques, materials, and devices will be reviewed.

After this course, you will be able to:
• List and describe the types of indirect restorations currently available
• List and describe techniques, materials and devices available

RESTORATIVE LECTURE
V102, 8 - 9:30 AM
A la Carte fee: $50
1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for All

Dental Sleep Medicine: Things you must not do or you will be in trouble
Ken Berley, DDS, Rogers, AR
Attorney

In this course, Dr. Berley will outline the techniques and procedure that will ultimately result in audits, board complaints, or malpractice cases. He will give you a list of things you must not do, or you will get into trouble. Medical billing practices will be discussed, including medical codes that you should NEVER bill. HST usage will be reviewed. Your relationship with sleep physicians, medical insurance companies and medical insurance billing companies will be examined.

After this course, you will be able to:
• List the risks associated with the practice of DSM
• List the procedures that you must not do to safely practice DSM

SLEEP/AIRWAY LECTURE
V101, 8 - 9:30 AM
A la Carte fee: $50
1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for All

Advance Safety: Instrument Reprocessing Errors & How to Avoid Them
Fiona Collins, BDS, MBA, MA, Longmont, CO
Private Practice

This presentation will review the required steps in instrument reprocessing, best practices and regulations. Risk reduction and related developments will be discussed as well as a review of common errors and how to avoid them.

After this course, you will be able to:
• Describe best practices, risk reduction and steps in instrument reprocessing
• Review common errors and how to avoid them

INFECTION CONTROL LECTURE
V103, 8 - 9:30 AM
A la Carte fee: $50
1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for All

Educational funding provided by Tuttnauer
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Lasers in Dentistry: Come & See the Light

Donald Coluzzi, DDS, Portola Valley, CA
Clinical Professor

This lecture will consist of a brief overview of laser fundamentals including tissue interaction and safety, and many clinical case applications for treatment of both soft and hard tissues. Procedures such as oral surgery, restorative dentistry and periodontics will be shown and explained.

Literature citations are included.

After this course, you will be able to:
• Understand the basic science, tissue interaction, operation, and safety protocols for the use of dental lasers
• Learn how dental lasers are safely and effectively used for common clinical procedures

LASERS
LECTURE
V104, 8 - 9:30 AM
A la Carte fee: $50
1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for All

Avoid Liability:
Know Your Patient’s Medications & Their Impact on Treatment

Harold Crossley, DDS, PhD, Trappe, MD
Private Practice

Your patients are living longer thanks to their medications but many of the physician-prescribed medications used by your patients have dental implications and side effects affecting your treatment plan. This presentation includes the indications, contraindications, and side effects of the more common physician-prescribed medications. Familiarity with these medications will provide the dental practitioner with a better appreciation for the health profile of your dental patient and avoid potential drug interactions.

After this course you will be able to:
• Understand why your patient is taking their medications
• Combine analgesics to maximize their effects

PHARMACOLOGY
LECTURE
V105, 8 - 9:30 AM
A la Carte fee: $50
1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for All

Exodontia For The GP:
Newer & Faster Ways

Karl Koerner, DDS, Denver
Private Practice

Surgical extractions are done with less bone loss because of implants. This means more finesse and less force, more precise excision of roots with periosteum burs, and better visibility to see what you are doing. It may mean removal of the tooth crown to be closer and more accurately into the furcations. It may mean removing the root tip through a flap/buccal window rather than the socket if the socket approach isn’t working. It may mean an intrasosseous injection if 2 IAs and the PDL injections don’t do it in the lower posterior.

After this course you will be able to:
• Perform surgical extractions with more time predictability
• Perform surgical extractions more confidently

ORAL SURGERY
LECTURE
V106, 8 - 9:30 AM
A la Carte fee: $50
1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for doctors

Distinguishing Benign from Deadly:
Oral Pathology Update

Susan Muller, DMD, Atlanta
Private Practice

This lecture will be heavy on pictures with the goal of illustrating a variety of conditions that can be encountered frequently in the dental office. Growths that can be seen in a wide spectrum of age groups will be reviewed with the goal of developing an organized approach to oral examinations. Emphasis on the clinical presentation of oral dysplasia or early cancer will be illustrated. The natural history of HPV infection and which HPV associated lesions are of most concern is part of the lecture.

After this course, you will be able to:
• Develop a differential diagnosis for common oral growths
• Understand how color, shape and size can aid in identifying the growth

ORAL PATHOLOGY
LECTURE
V107, 8 - 9:30 AM
A la Carte fee: $50
1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for All
Consider the Evidence: Aerosol Generating Devices for the RDH

Karen Davis, RDH, BSDH, Richardson, TX
Registered Dental Hygienist

As the world began experiencing a pandemic due to the SARS-CoV-2 virus, guidelines and even rules governing the practice of dental hygiene were altered recommending no or limited use of aerosol-generating devices. Dental professionals face increased infection control measures and increased clinical judgment in determining best practices to achieve optimal results. This course explores evidence related to the use of power technology while mitigating the risk of disease transmission.

After this course, you will be able to:
- Appraise current evidence about dental aerosols and pathogen transmission
- Identify methods to mitigate the risk of disease transmission

HYGIENE LECTURE
V108, 8 - 9:30 AM
A la Carte fee: $50

1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for All

Predictable Direct Restorative Techniques

Jeff Brucia, DDS, San Francisco
Private Practice

Clinical success demands an understanding of the uses and limitations of different materials. This lecture provides a comprehensive discussion of dentin adhesives when considering direct restorative treatment.

After this course, you will be able to:
- Understand the options available in adhesive materials
- Eliminate the frustration of post-operative sensitivity and restorative failure

RESTORATIVE LECTURE
V109, 8 - 9:30 AM
A la Carte fee: $50

1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for Doctors, Assistants

Not Your Grandpa’s Check-up: Medical Testing in the Dental Office

Casey Hein, BSDH, RDH, MBA, Hagerstown, MD
Assistant Professor in the School of Dental Hygiene

The emerging era of medical-dental integration demands new models of collaborative care. Enter the Non-Physician Primary Care Provider model, one of the most promising solutions to the perfect storm in healthcare.

This program explores primary care services, traditionally delivered by physicians and nurses, that we can provide, including emerging point-of-care technologies to accurately screen people for non-communicable diseases such as diabetes and CVD.

After this course, you will be able to:
- Identify factors driving medical screening in dentistry
- Utilize various methods to screen patients for undetected, or poorly managed chronic diseases

INTEGRATED MEDICINE LECTURE
V110, 8 - 9:30 AM
A la carte fee: $50

Recommended for All

Educational funding provided by SUNSTAR America, Florida Probe, Perio Protect
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**Diagnose For Success & Avoid Complications With Implant Overdentures Cases**

Roni Schnell, DMD, Brookline, MA  
Director, Predoctoral Removable Prosthodontics Courses, Private Practice

The implant overdenture has become the standard of care for the edentulous mandible. This course is ideal for those who wish to gain the confidence to predictably incorporate this procedure in a general practice. This scientific-based instruction will focus on the three most important things you must consider when starting any case.

After this course, you will be able to:
- Understand space analysis, abutment and attachment considerations
- Design the prosthesis-driven plan

**REMOVABLE PROSTHODONTICS LECTURE**  
V111, 8 - 9:30 AM  
A la carte fee: $50

1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for Doctors, Lab Technicians

---

**High Impact Communication**

Lois Banta, Grain Valley, MO  
Consultant

Have you ever felt as though your communication wasn’t effective? In this course, you will learn fail-safe ways to communicate with patients, office team, and colleagues. The lecture will cover the strategies on what to say or what not to say that can result in case acceptance, timely payments and effective scheduling.

After this course, you will be able to:
- Communicate effectively for scheduling, collections, and treatment planning
- Handle objections with ease

**BUSINESS/COMMUNICATION LECTURE**  
V114, 11 AM - 12:30 PM  
A la carte fee: $50

1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for All

---

**Compassionate Care for Kids & Parents: Behavior Management in the Pediatric Setting**

Greg Psaltis, DDS, Olympia, WA  
Private Practice

The long-term goal of pediatric dentistry is to develop a sense of confidence and safety for each child patient and parents. Handling both the children and their parents with compassion can nurture this and ultimately result in pediatric patients becoming confident. The approach by the practitioner begins within him/herself in order to model the behavior we all want from the children and parents. Practical approaches for managing all individuals is covered in this lecture.

After this course, you will be able to:
- Convert “problem parents” into your best promoters
- Discover how specific positive feedback works

**PEDIATRIC DENTISTRY LECTURE**  
V112, 8 - 9:30 AM  
A la carte fee: $50

1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for All

---

**Dental Sleep Medicine: Things You Must Do to Stay Out of Trouble**

Ken Berley, DDS, Rogers, AR  
Attorney

In this course, Dr. Berley will introduce the techniques necessary to safely integrate Dental Sleep Medicine into your practice. He will discuss the procedures and documentation that you must do in order treat sleep disorders. DSM presents unusual risks for the unwary dental practitioner. Dr. Berley will share his experience in defending DSM malpractice cases, insurance audits and board complaints. Informed consent for mandibular advancement appliances will be discussed.

After this course, you will be able to:
- List the protocols/procedures necessary to minimize the risk of practicing DSM
- Discuss necessary documents and consents to legally practice DSM

**SLEEP/AIRWAY LECTURE**  
V115, 11 AM - 12:30 PM  
A la carte fee: $50

1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for All

---
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Best Procedures to Rescue a Tooth-2021

Gordon Christensen, PhD, Provo, UT
Private Practice

Too many teeth are being removed; saving them can be relatively simple. When should a tooth be removed? What, when, and how should endo be done? Do bioactive materials really work? What material is a filler? Should it be a preventive material? What is the best build-up technique and material? Do all endo teeth need posts, if not when is a post needed? Are cariostatic cements best for crowns?

After this course, you will be able to:
• Describe when a tooth should be removed and why
• Describe what, when, and how should endo be done

Forensic Odontology: A Discipline Of Service To Communities, Victims & Law

Amber Riley, MS, RDH, FAAFS, San Diego
Registered Dental Hygienist

I have developed this program from my 20 years (and counting) working as a forensic consultant, and collaborating with all of the branches of forensic science along the way. The numerous ways that forensic odontology is utilized by law enforcement may surprise you. We aid law enforcement in investigations of death, crime, missing persons, all types of abuse and human trafficking.

After this course, you will be able to:
• Reinforce the value and dependability of accurate dental records to matters of law
• Develop a greater understanding of how many ways dentistry serves legal investigations

Calming Dental Drama:
It’s All About Me

MaryEllen Psaltis, BPh., Olympia, WA
Consultant

Work and life are stressful and challenging. How do you bring your best self forward each day? Claiming your personal power is critical to navigating your work environment as well as the rest of your life. Healthful life practices coupled with critical communication skills will support navigating through these difficult times.

After this course, you will be able to:
• Identify strategies for moving forward at work and at home with calm confidence and competence
• Make a plan to ensure self-care is part of your routine

Invisible Pain:
Realities with the World of Autoimmune Disease

Karen Davis, RDH, BSDH, Richardson, TX
Registered Dental Hygienist

Within the world of autoimmune diseases patients may present with varying degrees of pain, fatigue and altered lifestyles as a result. Increased risk of periodontal diseases and dental caries are common hallmarks of many autoimmune conditions fueled by chronic inflammation, a suppressed immune response and behavioral challenges. Risk factors for autoimmune diseases, the implications of immune-suppressing medications and methods to reduce oral complications will be explored.

After this course, you will be able to:
• Recognize how dental professionals can help improve the journey for autoimmune patients
• Identify oral considerations of an immune system that attacks itself

Content is copyright protected and provided for personal use only - not for reproduction or retransmission. For reprints please contact the Publisher.
Mastering Indirect Adhesive Interface

Jeff Brucia, DDS, San Francisco
Private Practice

A brief introduction to the science of adhesive materials will support material treatment and placement of the partial and full coverage indirect restoration. Also covered will be the steps for a predictable and long lasting repair of the “clinically feared” fractured restoration.

After this course, you will be able to:
• Understand the material preparation and clinical technique for the placement of the indirect restoration
• Complete the technique for the predictable long lasting repair of a fractured porcelain restoration

RESTORATIVE LECTURE
V120, 11 AM-12:30 PM
A la carte fee: $50

The Digital Future of Complete Dentures: Not Your Grandma’s Denture Anymore

Ronni Schnell, DMD, Brookline, MA
Director, Predoctoral Removable Prosthodontics
Courses, Private Practice

It took 20 years for the CAD-CAM crown to become mainstream; it took only five years for the denture to become the hottest topic in digital dentistry. Creating great removable prostheses requires a basic understanding of making great denture impressions and obtaining proper records. This presentation will present the latest advances in complete dentures and show you how to take a fresh look at removable prosthodontics.

After this course, you will be able to:
• Understand digital vs. conventional methods for impressions and occlusal records
• Incorporate digital denture techniques into your practice

REMOVABLE PROSTHODONTICS LECTURE
V122, 11 AM-12:30 PM
A la carte fee: $50

I Didn’t Know I Had It: Integrating Screening For Infectious Diseases

Casey Hein, BSDH, RDH, MBA, Hagerstown, MD
Assistant Professor in the School of Dental Hygiene

This course explores how oral healthcare providers can open an important gateway for patients to receive treatment for previously undetected infectious diseases by screening for such things as HIV, HPV, and HCV. The challenges, pros and cons and steps toward implementing medical testing in dental offices will be discussed. At the conclusion, participants will have the opportunity to take part in an open forum focusing on the future of medical testing in dentistry.

After this course, you will be able to:
• Identify patients who have a high probability of HIV, HPV, and HCV
• Build medical-dental cross referral and collaboration

INTEGRATED MEDICINE LECTURE
V121, 11 AM-12:30 PM
A la carte fee: $50
1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for All

Educational funding provided by SUNSTAR America, Florida Probe, and Perio Protect

Office Management As A PPO Provider

Brenden Moon, DMD, Quincy, IL
Private Practice

Have you ever heard that a potential patient is looking for a doctor that “Takes my insurance?” There are tons of them out there and this course will give insight on how to not only help those patients but incorporate them into your practice in a way that gives back to your community and brings personal and professional fulfillment to yourself and team members. You could potentially find success as a PPO provider, and this course focuses on office management factors that should be considered.

After this course, you will be able to:
• Understand management factors that should be considered as a PPO
• Better manage and overcome scheduling challenges as a PPO Provider

MANAGEMENT LECTURE
V123, 11 AM - 12:30 PM
A la carte fee: $50
1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for All
Putting Your Best Space Forward: What Does Your Practice Appearance Say About You?

Andrea Greer, RDH, Austin, TX  
Consultant

When was the last time you refreshed the décor in your practice? Are things looking worn or outdated? Is the image of your practice congruent with how you brand your business and your philosophy of dental care? People naturally stop seeing the disorganization, clutter and stale décor that we are surrounded by every day. But what message does this send to your patients? This course will give you insight into patients’ perception of the appearance of your practice and how you can address it.

After this course, you will be able to:
• Pinpoint how of office aesthetic impacts the patient experience
• Effectively lead a ‘practice refresh’ team exercise

OFFICE IMAGE LECTURE
V124, 11 AM - 12:30 PM  
A la carte fee: $50

1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for All

Monolithic Materials Update: Working with Lithium Disilicate & Zirconia

Michael DiTolla, DDS, Newport Beach, CA  
Private Practice

PFMs make up only 10% of the crowns fabricated by the largest United State dental lab, having been largely replaced by solid zirconia and lithium disilicate. This session focuses on how to prep, adjust, de-contaminate, cement/bond, and cut of these new restorations when necessary.

After this course, you will be able to:
• Understand the strengths and weaknesses of monolithic and bi-layered restorations, including indications, contraindications and prep design
• De-contaminate these restorations and select the correct primers

RESTORATIVE LECTURE
V126, 11 AM - 12:30 PM  
A la carte fee: $50

1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for Doctors, Team

Peri Implant Disease: Risk Factors, Diagnosis & Treatment

Bradley DeGroot, DDS, MS, Chicago  
Private Practice

This course will review the basic pathology of peri implant disease. It will cover the patient-level and site-level factors that increase the risk of implant complication as well as the restorative and surgical decisions which impact success. Finally, it will review how to manage implants in your office: from maintenance of healthy implants to treatment or removal of diseases fixtures.

After this course you will be able to:
• Feel comfortable evaluating and discussing implant risk factors with your patients
• Diagnose and treatment plan for implants in your office

PERIODONTICS LECTURE
V125, 11 AM - 12:30 PM  
A la carte fee: $50

1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for Doctors and Hygienists
Log It: Testing, Monitoring & Quality Assurance

Fiona Collins BDS, MBA, MA, Longmont, CO
Private Practice

The focus on infection control and proven protocols has intensified. But what testing and monitoring do you really need to do? During this presentation, attendees will look at the need for testing and monitoring during instrument reprocessing, recommendations and best practices, options and potential sources of failures. The essential nature of logs, streamlining the process and potential consequences of failing to maintain adequate logs will also be discussed.

After this course, you will be able to:
• List and describe recommendations and best practices in testing and monitoring
• Review content for sterilization logs and streamlining the process

INFECTION CONTROL LECTURE
VI27, 2 - 3:30 PM  A la carte fee: $50
1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for All

Educational funding provided by Tuttnauer

Lasers For Periodontics: What Do We Do And What Do We Know?

Donald Coluzzi, DDS, Portola Valley, CA
Clinical Professor

This lecture provides the up-to-date understanding of the adjunctive use of lasers for periodontal and peri-implant therapy as well as for restorative and aesthetic periodontal tissue modifications. Clinical cases will be shown and appropriate literature citations will be included.

After this course, you will be able to:
• Understand how dental lasers are used during both restorative and aesthetic procedures where the periodontal tissue is involved
• Appreciate the role of dental lasers for initial periodontal therapy

LASERS LECTURE
VI128, 2 - 3:30 PM  A la carte fee: $50
1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for All

WOW Your Face is Swollen: Pharmacologic Management of Orofacial Infections

Harold Crossley, DDS, PhD, Trappe, MD
Private Practice

What is the antibiotic of choice in healthy, ambulatory patients who have an orofacial infection? What antibiotics should never be used in patients who are taking calcium channel blockers? What antifungal agent should never be used in a patient taking clopidogrel (Plavix)? This brief presentation will include antibiotic indications and contraindications, the newest SBE and orthopedic prosthesis prophylaxis guidelines, and the new ADA recommendations for antibiotic stewardship to minimize antibiotic resistance.

After this course, you will be able to:
• Name the drug of choice for orofacial infections
• Describe what to do when the patient does not respond to your antibiotic choice

PHARMACOLOGY LECTURE
VI129, 2 - 3:30 PM  A la carte fee: $50
1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for All
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Exodontia For The GP:
Avoiding Complications

Karl Koerner, DDS, Denver
Private Practice

When a tooth resists extraction, the operator must have ideas come to mind as to how to remove it quickly and without complications. Some complications are avoided just by using good instrumentation along with proper tissue management. These are reviewed.

It’s in knowing how much force is enough but not too much, how to avoid worrisome anatomical structures, not taking too long, how to manage bleeding, knowing what to do with the maxillary sinus, preventing parts from escaping, suturing appropriately, and more.

After this course, you will be able to:
- Avoid many common complications by just doing good surgery
- Manage complications by knowing what to do with the unexpected

ORAL SURGERY
LECTURE
V130, 2 - 3:30 PM
A la carte fee: $50

1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for Doctors

Cannabis, CBD & Oral Health:
An Overview of Everything Marijuana

Tony Ratliff, DDS, Noblesville, IN
Private Practice

This course is designed to be relaxed with an open discussion about the legalization of marijuana and to give dental health professionals a basic understanding of the cannabis plant. Its pharmacology, regulations, THC and CBD percentages will be discussed. An overview of the endocannabinoid system, potential therapeutic and adverse effects of medical and recreational cannabis will be discussed. The impact it can have on oral health will also be part of the discussion.

After this course, you will be able to:
- Understand marijuana better
- Understand its impact on oral health

MARIJUANA
LECTURE
V132, 2 - 3:30 PM
A la carte fee: $50

1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for All

Oral Red, White & Ulcerative Lesions:
What Are They? How To Treat Them?

Susan Muller, DMD, Atlanta
Private Practice

This course is designed to guide the health care provider through the differential diagnosis, treatment, and management of common oral growths and ulcers. The speaker will discuss diagnosis and treatment of common oral conditions including lichen planus, geographic tongue, and candidiasis. Differentiating oral ulcers based on clinical presentation, duration and location will be discussed, with special reference to oral herpes and aphthous ulcers. Diagnosis and treatment for Burning Mouth Syndrome will be reviewed.

After this course, you will be able to:
- Identify and develop a differential diagnosis for common oral soft tissue lesions
- Identify therapeutic treatment options

ORAL PATHOLOGY
LECTURE
V131, 2 - 3:30 PM
A la carte fee: $50

1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for All

Needles, Lungs & Tongues:
Chemistry, Use & Effect of Psychoactive Substances

Amber Riley, MS, RDH, FAAFS, San Diego
Registered Dental Hygienist

Legal and illicit psychoactive substances are ubiquitous in many communities, including the patients you treat. This program will bring the most important points of understanding into discussion as it pertains to historical and current views. Laws governing distribution, physiology, effects, benefits and detriments of use and the responsibilities of prescribing them will be reviewed. This program will be presented in a shortened format concentrating on opioids, cannabis and alcohol.

After this course, you will be able to:
- Address safe opioid/S2 prescribing, and S3 alternatives
- Discuss medical cannabis integrations

PSYCHOACTIVE SUBSTANCES
LECTURE
V133, 2 - 3:30 PM
A la carte fee: $50

1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for All
Beyond Caries & Loose Teeth: The Complete Pediatric Dental Exam

Greg Psaltis, DDS, Olympia, WA
Private Practice

Every pediatric dental examination is like a new patient examination simply because of the dynamics of growth and development. This program will focus on: recognition of anomalies; growth and development; symmetry and balance of the dentition; and other components that make examinations on children far from routine. Clinical and radiographic photographs illustrate the areas of discussion.

After this course, you will be able to:
• Incorporate radiographic protocols into practice
• Recognize oral anomalies

Take Your To-Do List To To-Done: Get Organized & Stay Organized

Andrea Greer, RDH, Austin
Consultant

Time management is crucial to the success of any business. Ms. Greer presents step-by-step guidance for organizing your workspace, sorting through your notes and making sure the key tasks of your day don’t slip through the cracks. She will also share her favorite organization products, systems to manage the incoming stuff and strategies for taming your To-Do list.

After this course, you will be able to:
• Use Ms. Greer’s PARE Down system to sort through all the clutter
• Manage your projects and time to power through your tasks

Clinical Success As A PPO Provider For Quantity & Quality Results

Brenden Moon, DMD, Quincy, IL
Private Practice

Dentists always want to optimize clinical efficiency and productivity, but this becomes paramount when growing a practice as a PPO dentist. This course will focus on clinical factors that should be considered as providers attempt to increase the quantity of treatment they can deliver to patients without compromising the quality of the results. You could potentially deliver improved results to more patients by implementing slightly different or adding to your treatment techniques.

After this course, you will be able to:
• Understand clinical factors that should be considered as a PPO Dentist
• Better manage and overcome clinical challenges as a PPO Provider

Don’t Live In Fear - Live Prepared

Larry Williams, DDS, MPH, Skokie
Associate Professor

This lecture includes discussion of various aspects of emergency preparedness such as recognizing hazards, understanding the need to be prepared and what to do when the unexpected happens.

After this course, you will be able to:
• Understand and recognize hazards in everyday life
• Use some basic skills to help mitigate the unexpected
Beautiful Crown Preps & Impressions
Made Easy

Michael DiTolla, DDS, Newport Beach, CA
Private Practice

Tooth preparation with adequate reduction in the proper areas has more to do with producing esthetic anterior restorations than selecting the correct shade. Techniques will be presented to ensure that dentists give their laboratory technicians the best chance to fabricate a beautiful restoration.

After this course, you will be able to:
• Select specific burs based on the chosen restorative material
• Explain why a high-torque hand piece run at super slow speeds gives you the smoothest prep margins

RESTORATIVE LECTURE
V138, 2 - 3:30 PM  A la carte fee: $50

1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for Doctors, Team

Educational funding provided by ContacEZ, Ivoclar Vivadent, Chicago Dental Society Foundation, Vista Dental Products

ivoclar vivadent:
passion vision innovation

CHICAGO DENTAL SOCIETY FOUNDATION

VISTA Dental Products

CONTACEZ
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Stay informed
with Midwinter Meeting updates and trends in dentistry

Sign up for CDS text updates by texting DENTAL to 69922

Go to www.cds.org

Follow Us @
- ChicagoDentalSociety
- chicagodentalsociety
- Chicago_Dental
- chicago-dental-society
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Tell us your story

Do you have an unusual hobby or avocation?
Do you enjoy a creative outlet away from dentistry?
Do you have an interesting tale to share?

WE WANT TO HEAR FROM CDS MEMBERS
who are actors and artists, daredevils and speed demons, volunteers, community organizers, songwriters and storytellers...

Anyone with an interesting tale to tell.

The CDS Review is looking for members to feature in our SNAP SHOTS section.
Contact Joseph DeRosier at jderosier@cds.org or call 312.836.7324.
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FRIDAY

Early Morning  8 - 9:30 AM
Mid Morning    11 AM - 12:30 PM
Afternoon     2 - 3:30 PM

CDS offers you three ways to register:

- Online, at www.cds.org
- By faxing the form on pages 26 – 27 to 630.241.1007 before Jan. 10
- By mailing the form on pages 26 - 27 before Jan. 10 (postmark). Please use your own envelope and mail form to:

Chicago Dental Society
Midwinter Meeting
c/o Advanced Tradeshows
PO BOX 1838
Fort Collins, CO 80522

Sign up for CDS text updates by texting DENTAL to 69922

Friday Topics | Course, Speaker | Page
--- | --- | ---
Business/Communication | V231, Phillips | 52
Business/Communication | V206, Phillips | 45
Business/Communication | V210, Mausolf | 47
Business/Communication | V221, Mausolf | 49
Business/Communication | V225, Hyman | 50
Business/Communication | V238, Hyman | 53
Digital Technology | V207, Strong | 46
Emotional Awareness | V224, Staples | 50
Emotional Awareness | V237, Staples | 53
Ethics | V223, Elster | 50
Ethics | V223, Ozar | 50
HIPAA | V209, Govoni | 46
Hygiene | V217, Czubiak | 48
Hygiene | V233, Czubiak | 52
Implants | V232, Strong | 52
Integrated Medicine | V202, Glasper | 44
Integrated Medicine | V216, Glasper | 48
Medically Compromised Patients | V228, Qaisi | 51
Nutrition | V211, Smith | 47
Nutrition | V222, Smith | 49
Nutrition | V219, Psaltis | 49
Occlusion | V201, Davis, Todd | 44
Occlusion | V215, Davis, Todd | 48
Oral Pathology | V212, Svirsky | 47
Oral Pathology | V235, Svirsky | 53
Orthodontics | V203, Galang-Boquiren | 45
Orthodontics | V203, Elnagar | 45
OSHA | V220, Govoni | 49
Pharmacology | V204, Donaldson | 45
Pharmacology | V229, Donaldson | 51
Radiographic Interpretation | V236, Kuntupis | 53
Ransomware & Cybersecurity | V208, Currier | 46
Restorative | V200, Atlas | 44
Restorative | V214, Atlas | 47
Restorative | V227, Brady | 51
Restorative | V240, Brady | 54
Silver Diamine | V218, MacLean | 48
Silver Diamine & Glass Ionomers | V234, MacLean | 52
Social Media | V226, Sampat | 50
Social Media | V239, Sampat | 54
Spanish Program | V205, Rodriguez | 45
Spanish Program | V230, Rodriguez | 51
Impress with Success: Prep, Impress & Cement Using Evidence Based Techniques for Ceramics

Alan Atlas, DMD, Philadelphia, PA
Private Practice

The rise of CAD-CAM technologies is transforming dentistry dramatically. Scientific evidence states the ability to deliver a long-term successful restoration is dependent upon many factors not experienced in the traditional fabrication methods. Evidenced-based clinical techniques visualized with dental microscope HD video will demonstrate the precision accuracy required to achieve better ceramic restorations.

After this course, you will be able to:
• Demonstrate clinical protocols for ceramic restorations from treatment planning to preparation to impression to cementation
• Utilize easy smile design methods for esthetic restorations from veneers to full mouth reconstruction

Health, Function & Aesthetics: A Medical Model for Profitable Practice

Hazel Glasper, DDS, Marriottsville, MD
Private Practice

Oral-systemic links to disease demand an end to the old practice paradigms of drill and fill, patchwork dentistry and a shift toward the new paradigm – dentist as physician, engineer, and artist. With a focus on health, function, and aesthetics, Dr. Glasper teaches doctors to rely less on insurance limitations and more on complete treatment planning and patient education in this patient-centered approach designed to directly impact patient retention, revenue generation, and creates the structure for a streamlined, sustainable practice.

After this course, you will be able to:
• Integrate an expanded definition of comprehensive care that includes health, function and aesthetics
• Implement a practice model that ensures improved patient outcomes and greater practice revenues

Craniomandibular Evaluation & Management of TMD/Airway Issues

Todd Davis, DDS, Atlanta
Private Practice

Participants will learn what and how to evaluate the craniomandibular complex and manage different TMD/Airway issues. Attendees can learn many different Appliance designs and when to use each. Appropriate therapy based on accurate diagnoses will be reviewed.

After this course, you will be able to:
• Learn what and how to evaluate the craniomandibular complex
• Learn to manage different TMD/Airway issues
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What Your Orthodontist Can Do For You Series
Part I - Dental Sleep Medicine, Part II - MARPE

Maria Therese Galang-Boquiren, DDS, Chicago
Associate Professor of Orthodontics
Mohammed Elnagar, PhD, DDS, Chicago
Consultant

For the next two years, the Illinois Society of Orthodontists has partnered with the University of Illinois Department of Orthodontics in bringing interdisciplinary orthodontics to the forefront. Specifically, we have chosen smaller topics to keep everyone abreast of how orthodontics can contribute to your practice and ultimately to improve patient care.

After this course, you will be able to:
• Describe obstructive sleep apnea and identify the role of the dentist/orthodontist in sleep medicine
• Identify indications for MARPE and understand its dental, skeletal, soft tissue, and airway effects

ORTHODONTICS LECTURE
V203, 8 - 9:30 AM
1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for All

La Microbioma: Bacterias, Bichos y Nuestras Bocas

Tyrone Rodriguez, DDS, San Antonio Private Practice

El cuerpo humano alberga alrededor de 100 billones de microbios. Superan en número a las células humanas en el cuerpo en una proporción de 10 a 1. La verdad es que estamos reconociendo su vital importancia para la salud integral. Esta presentación explorará la esencial importancia de entender este tema y su aplicación a la odontología moderna.

SPANISH PROGRAM LECTURE
V205, 8 - 9:30 AM
A la carte fee: $50
1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for All

Better Than White-Knuckles: Optimize Your Practice with Minimal Sedation

Mark Donaldson, PhD, Whitefish, MT
Dental Pharmacologist

Dental fear is a learned response. Family, friends, and popular media can influence patient attitudes toward dentistry. Doctors have used numerous techniques to manage anxious patients who otherwise use the “white-knuckle” technique. The use of oral medications with or without nitrous oxide for the diminution of perioperative anxiety and fear in dental patients has increased. This lecture will cover both the science and art of minimal sedation in an interactive and engaging multimedia presentation.

After this course, you will be able to:
• Learn to match the right drug at the right dose to the right patient and the right procedure
• Be able to list characteristics of the ideal sedative for in-office use

PHARMACOLOGY LECTURE
V204, 8 - 9:30 AM
1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for All

Creating Leaders in Your Practice: Three Keys to the Perfect Team

Laci Phillips, Aztec, NM
Consultant

Systems and great teams go hand-in-hand. During this course, you can learn three key systems to build your perfect team. First is hiring. Advertising, interviewing and on-boarding protocols to ensure you secure the perfect candidate will be discussed. Second is retention. Having a team you enjoy working with can make your days exceptional. Team building, education and motivation are reviewed. Third is termination. Is the wrong person on the team? The lecture will cover verbal skills, an empathizing attitude and proper documents to make the process less stressful.

After this course, you will be able to:
• Prepare for hiring, on-boarding, and training new team members
• Learn to have the tools in place to maintain and retain a happy team

BUSINESS/COMMUNICATIONS LECTURE
V206, 8 - 9:30 AM
A la carte fee: $50
1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for All
Digitally Designed Dentures, Overdentes, & All-on-Four Hybrid Prosthetics

Samuel Strong, DDS, Little Rock, AR
Private Practice

This lecture will show how digital scanning, planning, and production procedures have vastly changed removable and fixed prosthetics. Seamless integration of digital scans, virtual design, and biometric milling with improved impression and centric relation methods will be featured. The digital revolution will be illustrated with accelerated and simplified workflows including solid try-ins to produce more accurate dentures, overdentes, and hybrids with greater accuracy and far less breakage.

After this course, you will be able to:
- Utilize accelerated workflows for completion of overdentes and hybrids in fewer appointments
- Use solid milled try-ins for better prosthesis evaluation

DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY LECTURE
V207, 8 - 9:30 AM
A la carte fee: $50

Ransomware & Cybersecurity in Dentistry: Decrypting the Myths

Bryan Currier, Chesterfield, MI
CEO

In the last year, cyber attacks have become an exponentially increased threat for small and medium-sized businesses - especially in healthcare. Protecting your business and patient data from cyber terrorists is a high-priority for all practice owners. This session provides a summary of the requirements to maintain the privacy of Protected Health Information (PHI). It offers practical steps and advice that are crucial to ensure compliance with HIPAA and HITECH regulations in addition to keeping your business’s data safe.

After this course, you will be able to:
- Identify areas of possible risk in your practice
- Implement strategies to reduce risk of cyber-attacks

RANSOMWARE & CYBERSECURITY LECTURE
V208, 8 - 9:30 AM
1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for Doctors
A la carte fee: $50

HIPAA Compliance Update: How Safe is Your Patient Information

Mary Govoni, MBA, Bel Aire, KS
Consultant

With so much information surrounding infection prevention and COVID-19, HIPAA compliance has in some cases been placed on hold. Unfortunately, hackers have taken advantage of this and the number of breaches has increased during the pandemic. This course will discuss all the privacy and security provisions that HIPAA requires, such as annual security risk assessments, training updates and contingency plans for protecting patient information.

After this course, you will be able to:
- Describe how to perform a HIPAA security risk assessment
- Identify gaps in their practice HIPAA privacy and security compliance

HIPAA LECTURE
V209, 8 - 9:30 AM
1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for All
A la carte fee: $50

Educational funding provided by AvaDent, Zest Dental

Educational funding provided by Patterson Dental
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Deliver WOW Service to Make People Forget Everything Except How You Made Them Feel

Judy Kay Mausolf, Lakeville, MN
Consultant

Research shows practices that build their office environment around serving the patient dominate the market. In this course, learn the principles that strengthen communication skills, your practice brand and service standards. The speaker will cover the patient decision making processes, how to create lasting impressions and exceptional experiences and how to spot opportunities that create WOW "touch points."

After this course, you will be able to:
• Learn processes for consistent handoffs and hygiene briefings that build value, increase scheduling and can improve the bottom line
• Learn techniques to make first and lasting impressions, build branding and service concepts

BUSINESS/COMMUNICATION LECTURE
V210, 8 - 9:30 AM
A la carte fee: $50
150 CE Hours, Recommended for All
Educational funding provided by Patterson Dental

Oral Pathology with a Twist & a Number of Crusts

John Svirsky, DDS, Richmond, VA
Professor Emeritus

This new course will review oral dermatology in all its splendor. Macules, papules, vesicles, bulla and much more will be visually encountered in this adventure of what grows both on the skin and in the mouth. Emphasis will be on lichen planus, benign mucous membrane pemphigoid, chronic ulcerative stomatitis, erythema multiform and more. Get ready for a memorable oral pathology experience.

After this course, you will be able to:
• Demonstrate a logical approach to the diagnosis and treatment of oral lichen planus
• Recognize systemic dermatologic diseases that show oral findings

ORAL PATHOLOGY LECTURE
V212, 8 - 9:30 AM
A la carte fee: $50
1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for Doctors, Hygienists, Team

Seven Secrets to Living Well

Pam Smith, Registered Dietitian Nutritionist, Orlando, FL
Private Practice

Millions are controlled by fatigue and body chemistry gone haywire, unaware of how much their personal power drain is negatively affecting their quality of life. Don’t let weight gain, stress, low libido, mood swings, fuzzy thinking, irritability, sleep disorders – and increased susceptibility to illness and inflammation – become your “new normal.” Discover the Seven Secrets to soar past fatigue, boost energy, shed the stress response, and reclaim enthusiasm and energy for life. Be equipped with the most current research, information, and practical guidelines to power your peak performance and live with energy that lasts as long as your days.

After this course, you will be able to:
• Identify the chemistry behind energy and immunity
• Know the keys to whole body well-being

NUTRITION LECTURE
V211, 8 - 9:30 AM
A la carte fee: $50
1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for All
Educational funding provided by Dentsply Sirona

Composites: Evidenced-Based Protocols for Success

Alan Atlas, DMD, Philadelphia
Private Practice

Scientific evidence indicates amalgam restorations are outperforming posterior composites at an alarming rate. Operator error, incorrect material selection and poor patient compliance will determine the long-term favorable outcome of direct composite resin restorations. This course will provide a scientific update of adhesive systems and composite materials to utilize for better results. Step-by-step protocols for preparation, placement and finishing techniques to achieve precise margins, consistent contacts and reduce post-op sensitivity will be demonstrated with video.

After this course, you will be able to:
• Describe optimal materials for specific cavity preparations
• Utilize new protocols for preparation, placement and finishing

RESTORATIVE LECTURE
V214, 11 AM - 12:30 PM
A la carte fee: $50
1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for Doctors, Hygienists, Team
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Predictability in Restorative Care

Todd Davis, DDS, Atlanta
Private Practice

This course will present what is involved in delivering restorative care that not only looks beautiful but also has the longevity that patients deserve. Participants will learn how to provide restorative care that lasts with predictability. They will learn what it takes to become confident in delivering excellent restorative dentistry.

After this course, you will be able to:
• Learn what is involved in delivering restorative care that not only looks beautiful but lasts with predictability
• Learn what it takes to become confident in delivering excellent restorative dentistry

Hygiene Superstar, The Mouth/Body Connection

Mike Czubiak, DDS, Camarillo, CA
Private Practice

We’ve been there before. Armed only with our scalers, curettes and prophylactic paste. Backed up by our pleadings, “you need to floss more.” That was all we had to fight off the most common infectious disease in the world. Did it really ever feel like enough? This course will discuss the latest knowledge, tools, and products that allow hygiene superstars to give periodontal disease the fight that it deserves. Move past just doing cleansings and instead start changing lives.

After this course, you will be able to:
• Understand the science behind the slogan, “Floss or Die”
• Use knowledge to more effectively fight periodontal disease

Think You’re Just a Dentist? You’d Better Think Again

Hazel Glasper, DDS, Marriottsville, MD
Private Practice

In the age of COVID-19, the standard practice model is neither viable nor ethical in terms of patient care. The climate demands that doctors re-examine their roles and redefine themselves as physicians of the oral cavity by applying the evidence-based science of oral systemic links. Dr. Glasper teaches doctors to replace outdated practice models and remain profitable while assuming their place in the medical community as vital members of their patients’ health care team.

After this course, you will be able to:
• Learn to apply the medical model to improve treatment outcomes and generate higher revenues
• Learn to redefine yourself as a physician to elevate care and improve patient retention

Silver Diamine Fluoride: Non-Surgical Caries Management

Jeanette MacLean, DDS, Phoenix
Private Practice

Silver Diamine Fluoride is a revolutionary approach to combating caries in a non-invasive manner. Since its 2014 FDA clearance and a 2016 feature in The New York Times, there has been interest in its use from patients and doctors. Case selection principles, informed consent, treatment planning and a clinical protocol will be reviewed. How SDF can attract new patients, improve patient satisfaction, increase internal marketing and word of mouth referrals while improving oral health and increasing access to care will be shown.

After this course, you will be able to:
• Describe the evidence for using SDF to treat and prevent dental caries
• Review informed consent and treatment planning for SDF
Nutrition for Life

MaryEllen Psaltis, BPh., Olympia, WA
Consultant

You can eat every day for power, pleasure and physical well-being. Your food choices can increase your immunity and propel you along a path of optimal health. You need to know what’s happening in your blood stream and in your intestines. By practicing a few strategies, you will add quality to your quantity of life. Eating well is not a burden; in fact, the joys of healthy eating will surprise and delight you.

After this course, you will be able to:
• Discuss strategies for more satisfying and healthy eating
• Fully realize the ways daily choices create differences your life

NUTRITION LECTURE
V219, 11 AM - 12:30 PM
A la carte fee: $50
1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for All


Mary Govoni, MBA, Bel Aire, KS
Consultant

There has been so much information and confusion surrounding OSHA compliance and following CDC guidelines during the pandemic. This course will help participants wade through the hype and confusion and make good decisions about the safety of patients and dental team members. The most recent OSHA regulations and CDC guidelines/guidance will be discussed, as well as infection prevention products and PPE.

After this course, you will be able to:
• Describe the difference between OSHA rules and CDC guidelines.
• Identify approved devices and products for infection prevention.

OSHA LECTURE
V220, 11 AM - 12:30 PM
A la carte fee: $50
1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for All
Educational funding provided by Patterson Dental

Communication Solutions: Attitudes, Breakdowns & Conflict Resolutions

Judy Kay Mausolf, Lakeville, MN
Consultant

Communication is responsible for many things; improving your communication techniques can result in a high-performing team and patient relationships. The speaker will teach you how to elevate your communicating skills to inspire open communication, prevent breakdowns, resolve conflict and build trust and respect in your practice. You can create a positive environment where every team member and patient looks forward to coming into the office.

After this course, you will be able to:
• Learn verbal skills to communicate positively and effectively with difficult and different personalities
• Learn how to inspire a culture of trust, respect and appreciation

BUSINESS/COMMUNICATIONS LECTURE
V221, 11 AM - 12:30 PM
A la carte fee: $50
1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for All
Educational funding provided by Patterson Dental

Winning the War Against Inflammation

Pam Smith, Registered Dietitian Nutritionist, Orlando, FL
Private Practice

Be energized for life, achieve overall wellness, and prevent illnesses associated with inflammation and aging. Learn the top inflammatory diseases afflicting Americans and the blood work profiles that reflect them. Taking a holistic view, Smith connects your body systems (the gut, brain, heart, immune and hormonal systems), the way they interact to keep the body functioning best and specific therapeutic lifestyle strategies to treat yourself well. Discover the natural Rx: real food nutrition and exercise, and the impact of natural treatments such as nutraceuticals, spices, herbs, and supplements to help you and your patients stay healthier, feel better and live longer.

After this course, you will be able to:
• Understand the inflammatory response
• Employ therapeutic lifestyle choices

NUTRITION LECTURE
V222, 11 AM - 12:30 PM
A la carte fee: $50
1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for All
Pandemics & Professional Ethics: Dental Ethics in the Time of COVID-19

Nanette Elster, JP, MPH, Northbrook, IL
Manager for Ethics Outreach at the ADA, Associate Professor

David Ozar, PhD, Evanston, IL
Emeritus Philosophy Professor/Ethics Consultant

Covid-19 has impacted every facet of health care, presenting challenges for health care providers, including dentists. Ethical considerations about access; allocation of resources; maintenance of records; infection control; personal, staff and community risk and ideal treatment settings arise. This session will explore ways to ethically address these challenges and consider ethical and professional responses to the issues raised by the Pandemic.

After this course, you will be able to:
• Describe ethical and professional obligations of dentists during a public health emergency such as the COVID-19 pandemic
• Develop ethical strategies to face the challenges of the pandemic

ETHICS
V223, 11 AM - 12:30 PM
A la carte fee: $50
1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for Doctors, Hygienists

Leading with Emotional Intelligence in Mind

Stephanie Staples, Sidney, BC
CSP

There is no better time than yesterday to facilitate greater self-awareness and better understanding of others. To be effective, leaders must have a solid understanding of how their emotions and actions affect the people around them. This program will help you gain insight as to how Emotional Intelligence supports self-management and relationship building. We will share relevant tools to increase personal and social skills to enhance both personal and professional leadership skills.

After this course, you will be able to:
• Explain 3 composites of emotional intelligence
• Understand, apply and teach resiliency techniques

EMOTIONAL AWARENESS
V224, 11 AM - 12:30 PM
A la carte fee: $50
1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for All

A Day In The Life of a Top Gun Dental Team

Mark Hyman, DDS, Greensboro, NC
Special Assistant

Listen, learn, and laugh your way through a fast-paced, humorous review of “A Day in the Life” of a dynamic real-world private dental practice. Learn how to capitalize on one other’s skills to improve the productivity of your practice and the quality of the service your team produces. Learn systems you can implement today to lower stress, prevent burnout, and increase your enjoyment of dentistry.

After this course, you will be able to:
• Review clinical cases from the doctor’s and team’s perspectives
• Employ systems to lower stress and prevent burnout

BUSINESS/COMMUNICATIONS
V225, 11 AM - 12:30 PM
A la carte fee: $50
1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for All

Why Your Marketing Can Kill Your Business, and What to Do About It

Minal Sampat, RDH, Sarasota, FL
Marketing Strategist

Do you funnel time, resources, and money into marketing only to see few results? For many practices, at least 20% of their marketing isn’t generating enough ROI to pay for itself, let alone increase revenue. Your marketing is killing your business. This course covers strategies to grow your practice by effectively utilizing marketing channels that reduce marketing expense while bringing in new patients. You will obtain key marketing information to keep your practice relevant and productive.

After this course, you will be able to:
• Create marketing strategies for dental specialties and services
• Optimize marketing campaigns by using tools, resources, training and delegation

SOCIAL MEDIA
V226, 11 AM - 12:30 PM
A la carte fee: $50
1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for All
The Single Central Anterior Implant

Lee Ann Brady, DMD, Phoenix
Private Practice

Although implant dentistry is considered one of the most predictable treatments we offer, guaranteeing optimal anterior implant esthetics is tricky and often feels challenging to create predictably. This program will look at the steps in differentiating high risk versus low risk anterior implant cases when it comes to final esthetics. We will also look at how to optimize the esthetics outcomes starting with pre-surgical augmentation, fixture position and advanced implant prosthetic techniques to make success predictable.

After this course, you will be able to:
- Identify anterior implant case risks
- Optimize esthetic results

RESTORATIVE LECTURE
V227, 11 AM - 12:30 PM
A la carte fee: $50

1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for All

Management of Medically Compromised Patients

Mohammed Qaisi, MD, Chicago
Professor & Program Director

Thorough understanding of the medically compromised patient in the dental setting is an essential topic for any health care provider. There will be discussion of some of the more common conditions that present to doctors. Special considerations and management protocols for these patients in the dental setting will be discussed. Topics include: management of patients on anti-coagulants; management of the end stage renal disease patient; management of the liver cirrhosis patient; management of coronary artery disease patient; and management of patients on steroids.

After this course, you will be able to:
- Learn about adjusting treatment protocols for medical conditions

MEDICALLY COMPROMISED PATIENTS LECTURE
V228, 2 PM - 3:30 PM
A la carte fee: $50

1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for Doctors, Hygienists, Team

Oh, the Pain! Appropriate Analgesic Prescribing

Mark Donaldson, PhD, Whitefish, MT
Dental Pharmacologist

Wouldn’t it be nice to go to a continuing education program that gives you the tools to be more successful starting on Monday morning? Wouldn’t it be great to be known as the dentist who offers excellent pain-free, post-operative care without the use of narcotics? Wouldn’t you like to be more confident in all of your prescription writing because you’re evidence-based and guideline-driven? This is that program.

After this course, you will be able to:
- Describe the different types of analgesics available and their mechanism of action
- Understand the perfect analgesic recipe to keep almost all of your patients out of pain the first time, every time

PHARMACOLOGY LECTURE
V229, 2 PM - 3:30 PM
A la carte fee: $50

1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for All

El Tráfico Humano, el Maltrato y el Odontólogo

Tyrone Rodriguez, DDS, San Antonio
Private Practice

Se calcula que más de 40 millones de personas son afectadas globalmente por el tráfico humano al año. Los campos de esclavitud moderna para trabajo forzado, explotación sexual de mujeres y menores, y también matrimonios forzados son ámbitos que abarcan estas prácticas. Este programa está diseñado para iluminar al odontólogo para reconocer y responder a esta epidemia silenciosa que entra a todos nuestros consultorios.

SPANISH PROGRAM LECTURE
V230, 2 PM - 3:30 PM
A la carte fee: $50

1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for All
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Living a Ruby Red Life: Reclaim & Leverage Your Talents, Skills & Purpose

Laci Phillips, Aztec, NM  
Consultant

You can lose the passion you once had for dentistry. You or team members have the ability to play a bigger role in the practice; you might not be sure how best to reclaim that passion for dentistry and/or life. Ease on down the yellow brick road with Ms. Phillips to reclaim and leverage your talents, skills and purpose into a fulfilling career and life.

After this course, you will be able to:
- Recognize the distractors that keep you from living your way
- Specify opportunities to meld your talents to play a bigger role in the practice

Breathing, Sleeping and Thriving, The Hygienist’s New Role

Mike Czubiak, DDS, Camarillo, CA  
Private Practice

We know the important role we play in the mouth/body health connection. Now, we learn how a skinny nose, a tongue that is too big, or crowded lower anteriors can be the cause of poor sleep and breathing. This can lead to an increase in the risk of heart attacks and strokes as well as quality of life issues like anxiety, depression, fatigue, and forgetfulness. We can help. Myofunctional therapy is finally being recognized as a key to good sleep and breathing. You will never look at a mouth (or tongue) the same way again.

After this course, you will be able to:
- Identify risk factors for sleep disordered breathing
- Understand what we can do to help patients breathe better

Implant Prosthetics for New Normal Age

Samuel Strong, DDS, Little Rock, AR  
Private Practice

This lecture will focus on procedures for restoring implants with fixed and removable restorations. Presurgical planning and surgical template fabrication will be covered. Single implant restorations (anterior and posterior), multiple implants, and full arch cases are included. How to complete immediate implant provisionals will be featured plus the use of improved zirconia materials for final restoration. All on Four hybrid and overdenture prosthetics will be presented in detail including case presentation tools and fee determination methods.

After this course, you will be able to:
- Plan and complete screw retained implant crowns and fixed bridges
- Understand workflows for implant hybrids and overdentures

SMART Minimal Intervention Dentistry: Glass Ionomer Restorations & Hall Technique

Jeanette MacLean, DDS, Phoenix  
Private Practice

How to restore cavities in a quick, effective, and painless way using SDF, Glass Ionomer Cement, known as Silver Modified Atraumatic Restorative Treatment (SMART) will be reviewed. Offering minimally-invasive restorative options like SMART can attract new patients, improve patient satisfaction, and increase word of mouth referrals to your practice while improving oral health and increasing access to care.

After this course, you will be able to:
- Describe the evidence for ART/SMART
- Describe case selection, materials, and clinical protocol for SMART Silver Diamine and Glass Ionomers

SILVER DIAMINE & GLASS IONOMERS

A la carte fee: $50  
1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for Doctors, Hygienists, Team
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Patients Can Have as Many Diseases as They Please

John Svirsky, DDS, Richmond, VA
Professor Emeritus

In this course participants learn how to describe a lesion, develop a differential diagnosis and treat the condition. Dr. Svirsky will show how he approaches cases and arrives at a diagnosis. The audience will help him to diagnose them as he plays the patient. Some unusual “things” might pop up.

After this course, you will be able to:
• Develop a logical approach to the diagnosis of oral lesions
• Learn to describe and develop a differential diagnosis of various clinical cases

ORAL PATHOLOGY
LECTURE
V235, 2 PM - 3:30 PM
A la carte fee: $50

1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for Doctors, Hygienists, Team

Digital Image Worth a Thousand Words

Connie Kuntupis, Delaware, OH
Registered Dental Hygienist

Through this lecture you can discover how to increase the diagnostic yield of digital radiographs and use descriptive terminology to describe and discuss what is viewed on a dental image and communicate using common language. The use of descriptive terminology eliminates the chance for miscommunication among dental professionals. Documentation of what is viewed on dental images is essential for legal reasons. Descriptive terminology allows the dental professional to describe what is viewed on a dental image without implying a diagnosis.

After this course, you will be able to:
• Improve the diagnostic yield of your images
• Expand your proficiency in radiographic interpretation

RADIOGRAPHIC INTERPRETATION
LECTURE
V236, 2 PM - 3:30 PM
A la carte fee: $50

1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for All

Leading Well in Turbulent Times

Stephanie Staples, Sidney, BC
CSP

Are you trying to be all things to all people? Are you who you want to be during this unprecedented time? Learn simple, purposeful, deliberate actions you can easily implement to help you revitalize yourself (and your team). You will improve both productivity and your quality of life. Your people are watching you and you have a huge opportunity to lead well – using the KAIZEN Principle, this session will help ensure you are doing just that.

After this course, you will be able to:
• Have a clear understanding of the NAP strategy for emotional wellness
• Restate 3 resiliency techniques

EMOTIONAL AWARENESS
LECTURE
V237, 2 PM - 3:30 PM
A la carte fee: $50

1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for All

The Ultimate New Patient Experience

Mark Hyman, DDS, Greensboro, NC
Special Assistant

Maybe you need more new patients? Or . . . maybe you just need to slow down, ask better questions, out-listen the competition, use cutting edge diagnostic photography and apply time-tested human relations principles to thrive during turbulent times. Enjoy a fast-paced, interactive experience where we will master the art of an exceptional new patient experience, offer a comprehensive treatment plan, and deliver a bullet-proof case presentation resulting in an increased case acceptance, more optimal care dentistry, and fun.

After this course, you will be able to:
• Ask the 10 key questions to every new patient
• Offer and deliver optimal care dentistry

BUSINESS/COMMUNICATIONS
LECTURE
V238, 2 PM - 3:30 PM
A la carte fee: $50

1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for All
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Decoding the Algorithm: Social Media that Converts

Minal Sampat, RDH, Sarasota, FL
Marketing Strategist

Seventy-four percent of Americans use social media on a daily basis. Yet, many dental practices fail to see conversions from it because we don’t know how to leverage the algorithm. In this interactive course, strategies will be shared to build a successful, evergreen social media marketing plan. Learn what, when, and how to post to make social media one of your top referral sources. Ads and video marketing will also be discussed. Let’s make an impact with the most accessible marketing outlet today, social media.

After this course, you will be able to:
• Learn what, when and how to use social media for conversions
• Learn how to create evergreen content and video strategy

SOCIAL MEDIA LECTURE
V239, 2 PM - 3:30 PM
A la carte fee: $50

1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for All

Bonding & Cementation

Lee Ann Brady, DMD, Phoenix
Private Practice

Bonding and cementation materials and techniques are constantly evolving. The lecture will compare total etch to self etch techniques and distinguish the risks and benefits of each. The presentation will detail a systematic approach to evaluating the different generations of dentin adhesives, and compare the clinical and research data of each. This lecture will clarify how to decrease post-operative sensitivity and increase the success of your adhesive dentistry.

After this course, you will be able to:
• Identify the clinical application of different bonding and cementation techniques
• Identify step-by-step protocols for bonding and cementation

RESTORATIVE LECTURE
V240, 2 PM – 3:30 PM
A la carte fee: $50

1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for Doctors, Team
CDS offers you three ways to register:

- Online, at www.cds.org

- By faxing the form on pages 26 – 27 to 630.241.1007 before Jan. 10

- By mailing the form on pages 26 - 27 before Jan. 10 (postmark). Please use your own envelope and mail form to:

Chicago Dental Society
Midwinter Meeting
c/o Advanced Tradeshow Technology
PO BOX 1838
Fort Collins, CO 80522

Sign up for CDS text updates by texting DENTAL to 69922
Master The Art Of First Impressions To Make Every Call An Appointment

Daniel Bobrow, MBA, Port Barrington, IL
Consultant

Drawing upon his 31 years of experience, Dan Bobrow will guide you through the mind and skill sets that make it simple to connect with any caller to schedule an appointment that will be kept. The speaker will cover how to quickly and easily establish rapport with a caller and employ effective listening techniques to get an appointment.

After this course, you will be able to:
• Quickly and easily establish rapport with callers
• Deftly communicate with callers

MARKETING LECTURE
V300, 8-9:30 AM
1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for All

Treating Back & Neck Pain: Survival Guide For The Rest Of Your Career

Timothy Caruso PT, MBA, MS, Addison
Private Practice

Is your career hazardous to your physical and mental health? Dentistry has come a long way in the last 150 years. The evolution of anesthesia, dental techniques, materials, equipment and approaches has evolved while daily discomfort continues. Are you someone who has a nagging pain in your neck or your back that no longer goes away? Before going to the orthopedic or neurosurgeon for surgical intervention, or chronic becomes part of your vocabulary, this lecture is designed to help you.

After this course, you will be able to:
• Discuss the unique musculoskeletal needs and stresses in dentistry
• Discuss conservative treatment options for cervical and lumbar pain

ERGONOMICS LECTURE
V302, 8-9:30 AM
A la carte fee: $50
1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for All

Dental Crown Impressions: Overcome The Obstacles

James Braun, DDS, MS, Saginaw, MI
Private Practice

In this lecture, you can learn the procedures for tissue displacement. The most challenging and important dental task is to capture an accurate impression for crowns, either traditional or digital scan. It is crucial for well-adapted crowns to capture the details of the preparation stage.

After this course, you will be able to:
• Gain insight into procedures for tissue control
• Compare traditional and scan impression techniques

RESTORATIVE LECTURE
V301, 8-9:30 AM
A la carte fee: $50
1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for Doctors, Team

Frozen In Chicago

Brian Chanpong, DDS, Vancouver, BC
Private Practice

Frozen, that’s Canadian for numb. This course covers all aspects of local anesthesia. Topics include: drug-drug interactions with local anesthetic; scientific review of advanced local anesthesia blocks; tips and tricks to increase your success rate, and new devices that have entered the marketplace.

After this course, you will be able to:
• Review the pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics of local anesthetics and understand commonly taught nerve blocks and assess their validity in the scientific literature.
• Understand commonly taught nerve blocks and assess their validity in the scientific literature
• Describe drug-drug interactions

ANESTHESIA LECTURE
V303, 8-9:30 AM
A la carte fee: $50
1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for All
Pediatric Dentistry & General Practitioner: Keep Your Kids In Your Practice

Carla Cohn, DMD, Winnipeg, Manitoba
Private Practice

This course will give you practical points on how to treat your child patients well. Restorative treatment options and their clinical indications will be presented. A variety of dental materials and procedures in anterior and posterior teeth will be demonstrated. You can learn how your youngest patients will become the best part of your day.

After this course, you will be able to:
- Use a variety of restorative materials
- Learn efficient restorative techniques

PEDIATRIC DENTISTRY
LECTURE
V304, 8-9:30 AM
A la carte fee: $50

1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for Doctors, Team

Lessons From The COVID-19 Ward: The Role Perio Pockets Play In The Pandemic

Timothy Donley, DDS MS, Bowling Green, KY
Private Practice

With a stroke of a regulatory pen, dentistry was deemed nonessential when the pandemic hit. Nothing could be further from the truth. Results from studies looking at both the occurrence of SARS-CoV-2 virus subgingivally and the presence of viral receptors on lining epithelium will be reviewed as well as the role that oral inflammation plays in immune response. A new narrative supporting the essential role that preferred oral health plays will be presented with strategies to deliver the narrative to patients.

After this course, you will be able to:
- Understand the potential of perio pockets to be virus reservoirs
- Develop a science-based message that dentistry is essential

PERIODONTICS
LECTURE
V305, 8-9:30 AM
A la carte fee: $50

1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for Doctors, Hygienists

The Dentist’s Role In Screening For OSA

James Hogg, DDS, Asheville, NC
Dentist

Identify key publications regarding policy, positions and recommendations of the American Academy of Dental Sleep Medicine, American Academy of Sleep Medicine and the American Dental Association pertaining to the dentist’s role in screening for OSA and the practice of dental sleep medicine will be reviewed. The legal and medical guidelines that are established by the state dental boards concerning the use of home sleep apnea tests for screening for OSA and calibration of oral appliances will be discussed.

After this course, you will be able to:
- Identify patients at risk for Obstructive Sleep Apnea
- Understand guidelines for home sleep apnea tests

SLEEP MEDICINE
LECTURE
V306, 8-9:30 AM
A la carte fee: $50

1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for All

My Kind Of Dental Marketing

Brad Newman, Manhattan Beach, CA
Dentainment, Founder + Chief Buzz Officer

This fun and interactive presentation will provide recommendations to dental practices on the most effective ways to market themselves online and offline. We will explore platforms such as YouTube, Instagram, Facebook, LinkedIn, and more. Leveraging the power of video content, paid search and conversion rate optimization also will be covered. Coupled with a solid strategy and tenacious execution, these ideas will be a game-changer for you.

After this course, you will be able to:
- Create a more dynamic and unique online presence while improving page rank and conversion on Google
- Film content that builds your brand and helps with new patient growth and branding

SOCIAL MEDIA
LECTURE
V307, 8-9:30 AM
A la carte fee: $50

1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for All
Common Pitfalls Of Implant Failures: Achieving Long-Term Success

John Olsen, DDS, Franklin, WI
Private Practice

This discussion will help the dental team in the placement and maintenance of dental implants. The first part is specifically related to the preparation of the implant site from the initial diagnosis to the final prosthesis. The course will not cover complicated implant cases involving more than two implants.

After this course, you will be able to:
- Properly diagnose and treatment plan implant placement for success
- Prevent failures of implants with proper surgical placement and long-term maintenance

IMPLANTS LECTURE
V308, 8-9:30 AM
A la carte fee: $50

1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for All

Oral Medicine: Puzzling Conditions In Complicated Patients

Jacqueline Plemons, DDS, Dallas
Private Practice

This lecture presents techniques to identify and manage patients with common and not-so-common oral lesions or conditions. The lecture is designed to give you tools to help you improve the quality of life of your most interesting patients. How to perform a comprehensive oral examination and develop treatment strategies for common oral lesions is reviewed. Topics to be covered include: dermatologic conditions; oral ulcers and HPV-associated lesions.

After this course, you will be able to:
- Describe the clinical presentation of the most common oral lesions
- Discuss treatment strategies for patients with oral diseases or conditions

ORAL PATHOLOGY LECTURE
V310, 8-9:30 AM
A la carte fee: $50

1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for Doctors, Hygienists

Front Office Mastery

Sandy Pardue, Baton Rouge, LA
Consultant

This course will teach doctors and team members how to organize their front office systems. Attendees will learn how to create productive days with less stress; better control the phones; increase new patient numbers; reactivate patients; improve communication skills; increase treatment acceptance; predict and control broken appointments; and excel in other activities that will result in increased collections.

After this course, you will be able to:
- Create productive days, recognize and handle patient objections
- Reactivate and retain more patients, have more control over broken appointments; and excel in other activities that will result in increased collections.

BUSINESS/COMMUNICATION LECTURE
V309, 8-9:30 AM
A la carte fee: $50

1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for All

Growth In A Flat Dental Economy

Chris Salierno, DDS, Centerport, NY
Private Practice

Gone are the days when dentists could simply hang their shingles, take great care of their patients and expect their business to thrive. ADA research shows that dental spending by adults has been flattening for well over a decade. Dentists now need to take as good of care of their practice’s health as they do their patients’ oral health. In this course, making sense of the business climate and strategizing how an independent practice can prosper will be reviewed.

After this course, you will be able to:
- Use management tools to create a business model for your practice
- Develop systems that produce success

BUSINESS/COMMUNICATION LECTURE
V311, 8-9:30 AM
A la carte fee: $50

1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for All

Content is copyright protected and provided for personal use only - not for reproduction or retransmission. For reprints please contact the Publisher.
**What’s ‘Hot’ In Instrument Processing**

Katherine Schrubbe, PhD, Elm Grove, WI  
Consultant

The course will focus on the current CDC guidelines for disinfection and sterilization of patient care items, related OSHA standards and best practices for instrument processing, which requires multiple steps. The importance of IFU (instructions for use) will be discussed as well as information from the FDA. Each step of instrument processing will be reviewed along with the quality assurance systems of physical, chemical and biological verification monitoring.

After this course, you will be able to:
- Understand each step and rationale in the instrument processing pathway
- Implement current CDC guidelines for quality assurance monitoring in practice

**INFECTION CONTROL**  
**LECTURE**  
V312, 8-9:30 AM  
A la carte fee: $50

1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for All

---

**Doing Well By Doing Good: Wrap Your Practice In A Blanket Of Caring**

Daniel Bobrow, MBA, Port Barrington, IL  
Consultant

Would you like to learn more about a practice builder that offers no selling, costs nothing to implement, enhances patient loyalty, encourages referrals, attracts new patients, builds team camaraderie, positions you as a coveted media source, and even more? Then this course is for you.

After this course, you will be able to:
- Learn to reduce team turnover
- Understand enhancing team engagement and increasing job satisfaction

**MARKETING**  
**LECTURE**  
V315, 11 AM - 12:30 PM  
A la carte fee: $50

1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for All

---

**Posterior Direct Composites: Keys To Success**

James Braun, DDS, MS, Saginaw, MI  
Private Practice

Direct composites are the mainstay of clinical restorative procedures. However, there are issues that must be confronted for long-term success, such as microleakage and durability. Proper materials and equipment will allow the clinician to overcome these obstacles. Special emphasis will be placed on simplified finishing and polishing techniques.

After this course, you will be able to:
- Identify the best type of adhesives and procedures for direct composite restorations
- Identify and select the appropriate composite and matrix system for your practice

**RESTORATIVE**  
**LECTURE**  
V314, 11 AM - 12:30 PM  
A la carte fee: $50

1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for Doctors, Team

---

**Posture, Pain & Productivity In Modern Dentistry**

Timothy Caruso PT, MBA, MS, Addison  
Private Practice

Posture is a key part of the dental profession. Posture can positively or negatively impact the bottom line. Stress can lead to a reduction in productivity and the body’s ability to heal itself. Lost work time and diminished work life are serious threats to personal and professional achievement. This lecture will present information about ergonomic risks in and out of the practice and how to develop more efficient work performance strategies. If you are someone who carries the weight of your clinic on your back, this lecture is for you.

After this course, you will be able to:
- Identify impediments to productivity
- Identify alternative approaches for efficient, effective delivery of care without pain

**ERGONOMICS**  
**LECTURE**  
V316, 11 AM - 12:30 PM  
A la carte fee: $50

1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for All
Is Bioactive Endodontics Our Future? Yes!

James Bahcall, Buffalo Grove
Clinical Professor of Endodontics

The future direction of endodontics is bioactive endodontics. By definition, bioactive means having a biological effect. Bioactive endodontic treatment can be achieved by performing either vital pulp cryotherapy or regenerative endodontics. Both these procedures will eliminate the use of gutta-percha and sealer. This presentation will cover clinical case selection and treatment; prognosis through the understanding of proper diagnosis; bioactive materials; biological considerations, and evidence-based literature when performing bioactive endodontics.

After this course, you will be able to:
• Have a better understanding of vital pulp cryotherapy and regenerative endodontics

ENDODONTICS
LECTURE
V317, 11 AM - 12:30 PM
1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for Doctors

Sponsored by Coolidge Club

Power Of Your Patients’ Lifestyle Habits: French Fries, Flossing & Fitness

Uche Odiatu, DMD, Toronto
Private Practice

Your patients don’t leave their stressful jobs, poor sleeping habits (insomnia, apnea, snoring), their physical fitness (or lack of it) or their eating patterns (mindless eating and evening feeding frenzies) in the car before they sit in our chair. Irrefutable scientific evidence shows these habits have the ability to ramp up inflammation or dial it down. Well-adjusted, rested, physically active, healthy-eating patients enjoy a physiology that supports a better response to prevention/restorative interventions.

After this course, you will be able to:
• Understand why sedentary people don’t heal as fast as physically active people
• Feel comfortable talking about nutrition chairside with your patients

HEALTH
LECTURE
V318, 11 AM - 12:30 PM
1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for All

Valuable Pearls For Long-Term Implant Survival: Achieving Long-Term Success

John Olsen, DDS, Franklin, WI
Private Practice

This course is designed to provide valuable information for the care of implants. This care will be put into a series of important ways to enable long-term success. The radiographic survey to the valuable examination processes will be discussed. The speaker also will touch on the newest technology and techniques to keep implants healthy.

After this course, you will be able to:
• Enable the entire dental team to help the practitioner in the process of dental implant maintenance
• Discuss with the implant patient techniques and oral hygiene care of the implant prosthesis

IMPLANTS
LECTURE
V319, 11 AM - 12:30 PM
1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for All

Supercharge Your Practice

Sandy Pardue, Baton Rouge, LA
Consultant

This course will teach steps to organize and grow your practice. You can learn what it takes to avoid practice management blunders and myths that may be working against you. Systems that top-producing practices use to increase efficiency, productivity and profitability will be presented. Overcome the most common blind spots and missed opportunities in your practice. The speaker will show you how to diagnosis undetected system failures that, if left unexposed, could be costly to the practice.

After this course, you will be able to:
• Utilize systems that will increase productivity and reduce stress
• Increase treatment acceptance and practice collections

BUSINESS/COMMUNICATION
LECTURE
V320, 11 AM - 12:30 PM
1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for All

Content is copyright protected and provided for personal use only - not for reproduction or retransmission. For reprints please contact the Publisher.
Oral Allergies & Contact Reactions: What You’re Itching To Know

Jacqueline Plemons, DDS, Dallas
Private Practice

With expanding choices of different foods, drinks and other products, the potential for oral contact and allergic reactions is increasing. Tissue changes from these reactions can be the source of much discomfort. The most common causes of oral contact allergic reactions and their various clinical manifestations will be reviewed. Develop treatment protocols that will equip you to manage patients with some of the most unusual oral conditions.

After this course, you will be able to:
- Recognize the clinical manifestations of oral allergic and contact reactions
- Identify the most common allergens associated with oral hypersensitivity reactions

Risks & Benefits Of Dietary Supplement Use

Ann Eshenaur Spolarich, PhD, Cave Creek, AZ
Professor and Assistant Dean for Research

The purpose of this course is to provide oral health care professionals with current information about the assessment, treatment and management of clients taking selected vitamins, minerals and herbal supplements. Specific course content will focus on knowledge of the risks and benefits of supplements. Potential applications for supplement use in dentistry will be reviewed.

After this course, you will be able to:
- Discuss potential benefits and harms associated with use of vitamins and minerals
- Discuss potential applications of supplement use to improve oral health

Managing Profit In The Dental Practice

Chris Salierno, DDS, Centerport, NY
Private Practice

Profit should not be a dirty word in dentistry. A practice that is more profitable is able to attract and retain team members, invest in technology to better serve its patients, and be more charitable to those most in need. Dentists can maximize profit without sacrificing quality of care. This course examines how businesses can accidentally hemorrhage money. How to focus the team on delivering the best care possible without sacrificing the bottom line will be presented.

After this course, you will be able to:
- Use gross profit margin to evaluate your procedure mix
- Explore ways to become more efficient in delivering care
Impact Of Periodontal Disease On Systemic Health

Robert Tripke, DMD, Chicago Private Practice

Dr. Tripke will discuss the overwhelming influence of periodontal disease on a patient’s systemic health. Periodontics is the most accepted dental procedure today; its treatment is the primary building block of any dental practice. Lack of attention given to periodontal disease in the practice opens the door to obvious liability issues.

After this course, you will be able to:
- Discuss the relevance of the periodontal systemic links in a practice
- Understand the importance of a structured periodontal program

PERIODONTICS LECTURE
V324, 11 AM - 12:30 PM
A la carte fee: $50
1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for All

Educational funding provided by CareCredit, PerioProtect, Kettenbach Dental, and Oracare

CBCT Analysis For Sleep-Disordered Breathing

Dania Tamimi, BDS, DMSc, Orlando, FL Private Practice

Dentistry has a significant role in the management of the sleep-disordered breathing (SDB) patient. Many dental patients coming in for various dental procedures, such as implants, orthodontics and TMD treatment, can have visible signs of SDB that may go unnoticed. CBCT technology can uncover some of the phenotypes and anatomic risk factors for SDB. This course will cover a radiographic step-by-step method of analysis of the upper respiratory tract for risk factors that may be linked to this spectrum of conditions.

After this course, you will be able to:
- Identify the anatomic risk factors for SDB on CBCT
- Realize that there is more to the airway than the volumetric measurements

CBCT RADIOLOGY LECTURE
V325, 11 AM - 12:30 PM
A la carte fee: $50
1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for Doctors

‘It’s (Medically) Complicated’: Pharmacology For Treating The Medically Complex

Thomas Viola RPh., Columbus, NJ Pharmacist

Are you confident in your knowledge of prescription medications and OTC drugs, supplements and substances? Patients are living longer and are medicating more than ever. Understanding indications for use, drug interactions, adverse reactions, and effects on patient management and treatment planning has never been more essential.

After this course, you will be able to:
- Identify frequently prescribed medications and their impact on patients and treatment planning
- Identify the most popular OTC drugs, supplements and substances and their impact on dental care

PHARMACOLOGY LECTURE
V326, 11 AM - 12:30 PM
A la carte fee: $50
1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for All
Geriatric Dentistry: The Whole Tooth From Office Design To Root Caries

Michael Wiseman, DDS, Cote St. Luc, Quebec
Private Practice

With North America’s aging demographics, the senior patient will represent a significant cohort within most dental practices. The successful practice will adapt and welcome these seniors. This talk will discuss the dental care of senior patients as they age and acquire disabilities until death. Topics to be addressed include office design, xerostomia, root caries, sedation, prevention and communication tools.

After this course, you will be able to:
• Choose the correct restorative material for the senior patient
• Treat senior patients in the most productive and comfortable environment

GERIATRICS
LECTURE
V327, 11 AM - 12:30 PM
A la carte fee: $50
1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for All

No-Drill Dentistry For Your Pediatric Patients

Carla Cohn, DMD, Winnipeg, Manitoba
Private Practice

Minimally invasive management of dental caries for pediatric patients has been proven effective in many clinical situations. With a global pandemic crisis, the focus has turned to these treatment modalities as they can be accomplished quickly, often without the use of any handpiece. In this course, you can learn effective treatment using silver diamine fluoride/potassium iodide, glass ionomer restorative materials, Hall technique stainless steel crowns, and resin infiltration to help manage the pediatric patient.

After this course, you will be able to:
• Understand rationale for minimally invasive dentistry
• Use appropriate materials and techniques for minimal invasive dentistry

PEDiatric DENTISTRY
LECTURE
V329, 2-3:30 PM
A la carte fee: $50
1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for Doctors, Team
Educational funding provided by Bisco, DMG, VOCO

Sedation Disasters: When Seconds Count, Help Is Just Minutes Away

Brian Chanpong, DDS, Vancouver, BC
Private Practice

With the popularity of oral and IV sedation, dentists providing these services need to be aware of the disasters that can happen. You can prepare your office by learning from cases that will be discussed. How to equip yourself with the knowledge and equipment necessary to provide safe sedation to patients will be covered.

After this course, you will be able to:
• Understand complications that can occur with sedation
• Prepare yourself and your staff in order to minimize potential complications during sedation

ANESTHESIA
LECTURE
V328, 2-3:30 PM
A la carte fee: $50
1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for All

Truth About Ultrasonics And Aerosols: What Science Actually Tells Us

Timothy Donley, DDS, MSD, Bowling Green, KY
Private Practice

The pandemic pandemonium took direct aim at aerosol generation during ultrasonic debridement. Science and reason gave way to fear and confusing marketing. The actual science behind aerosol generation and control, criteria for device selection and a protocol to minimize risk to dental providers will be presented. It is time to feel good and safe about using ultrasonics during periodontal debridement; this course is designed to show you how to do just that.

After this course, you will be able to:
• Understand how to minimize aerosol generation during ultrasonic use
• Determine if an aerosol-reduction product is worth buying

PERIODONTICS
LECTURE
V330, 2-3:30 PM
A la carte fee: $50
1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for Doctors, Hygienists

Content is copyright protected and provided for personal use only - not for reproduction or retransmission.
For reprints please contact the Publisher.
Photography Cliff Notes: Camera Basics For Documentation & Marketing

George Zehak, DDS, Berwyn
Private Practice

This photography course will give you the Cliff Notes version on what camera and accessories you will need, which pictures to take, how to get these pictures, why these pictures are the important ones, and where and how to take these pictures for documentation and marketing.

After this course, you will be able to:
• Take better pictures for legal documentation and marketing
• Take the right pictures quickly and efficiently

PHOTOGRAPHY LECTURE
V331, 2-3:30 PM
A la carte fee: $50

1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for All

Cracked & Fractured Teeth: New Perspectives On Management & Prognosis

Matthew Davis, DDS, Glenview
Private Practice

Should we be saving cracked and fractured teeth? What is the success rate of restoring cracked teeth? Can we see fractures on a CBCT (cone-beam) image? A lack of consensus exists among dental professionals in identifying and managing cracked teeth.

With the resurgence of the philosophy of saving compromised teeth over extraction, and the patients’ desire to save their teeth, the question becomes: Which cracked teeth should be treated and which ones should be extracted? This evidence-based presentation will address identification, proper management and prognosis of cracked and fractured teeth.

After this course, you will be able to:
• Identify and treatment plan for savable cracked and fractured teeth

ENDODONTICS LECTURE
V333, 2-3:30 PM
A la carte fee: $50

1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for Doctors

32 Marketing Tips For Generating BUZZ

Brad Newman, Manhattan Beach, CA
Dentainment, Founder + Chief Buzz Officer

In today’s world, simply posting on social media platforms is no longer enough. Dental practices need to find innovative ways to reach new patients and increase brand awareness. Leading offices are realizing the value in empowering team members to create and share authentic stories on a regular basis. The speaker will explore how to get your team involved with your online conversation, while generating fun and powerful content. Remember to bring a pen and paper.

After this course, you will be able to:
• Transform your dental team members into “office ambassadors”
• Apply video optimization tips, content inspiration and production insights for capturing powerful content on a daily basis

SOCIAL MEDIA LECTURE
V332, 2-3:30 PM
A la carte fee: $50

1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for All

Great Guts: What Every Dental Professional Needs To Know

Uche Odiatu, DMD, Toronto
Private Practice

Excellent health and a healthy gut go hand in hand. But it isn’t just about digestion; it is also about the trillions of single-celled organisms that call your GI tract home. The new science of the microbiome is affecting medicine and nutrition. Topics include: gut flora production of neuroactive chemicals; how to train the immune system; and how to influence metabolism that, if out of balance, predisposes you to acute and chronic illnesses. Your role in supporting the gut health of your patients will be covered.

After this course, you will be able to:
• Understand the language of pre- and probiotics, fiber and fermented foods
• Expand your chairside conversations to include integrative health solutions

HEALTH LECTURE
V334, 2-3:30 PM
A la carte fee: $50

1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for All

Content is copyright protected and provided for personal use only - not for reproduction or retransmission. For reprints please contact the Publisher.
Infection Control For Dentistry During COVID-19

Katherine Schrubbe, PhD, Elm Grove, WI Consultant

An overview of CDC, ADA and OSHA interim guidance established to reduce the risk of COVID-19 transmission in dental settings will be presented. Strategies for best practices to ensure the health and safety of staff and patients will be shared, as well as required OSHA standards specifically related to dentistry and COVID-19. This course will provide the rationale for compliance through an evidence-based approach that consists of supportive literature and current events about the prevalent risks associated with the delivery of dental care during the COVID-19 pandemic.

After this course, you will be able to:
- Implement current CDC guidelines to reduce the risk of COVID-19 transmission in dental settings
- Recognize the role of OSHA in promoting DHCP safety during the COVID-19 pandemic

1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for All

Pharmacologic Management Of Geriatric Patients: Practical Advice & Considerations

Ann Eshenaur Spolarich, PhD, Cave Creek, AZ Professor and Assistant Dean for Research

The purpose of this course is to review characteristics and disease trends among the aging population and oral disease risks associated with medications and common systemic diseases. Most patients take multiple medications, many of which have oral complications and drug interactions of significance to dentistry. Medication therapies, oral drug and disease complications, drug interactions and dental practice management considerations will be discussed.

After this course, you will be able to:
- Discuss the pathophysiology of common diseases associated with aging
- Discuss the oral side effects associated with each of these diseases and related medication

1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for Doctors, Hygienists, Team

Educational funding provided by Colgate
The Mystery Of The Changing Bite

Dania Tamimi, BDS, DMSc, Orlando, FL
Private Practice

The objective of this course is to teach the clinician to look away from the teeth when faced with occlusal changes in patients. Many of the causes of bite changes after orthodontics (including Invisalign) and full-mouth reconstruction (implant-supported or conventional) are located in distant structures, such as the TMJ and the upper respiratory tract. This lecture will review some of the most common causes for bite changes that can be diagnosed and resolved prior to treatment to prevent the occurrence of bite changes in the future to ensure the success of dental treatment.

After this course, you will be able to:
• Identify the role of the TMJ and airway in the development of occlusal changes
• Identify bite changes attributable to TMJ

CBCT RADIOLOGY LECTURE
V337, 2-3:30 PM
A la carte fee: $50

1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for Doctors

Structured Periodontal Program For The General Dental Practice

Robert Tripke, DMD, Chicago
Private Practice

Dr. Tripke will jump start your periodontal program. Retune, refine and re-motivate the entire team. In this course, the speaker will explore new AAP guidelines, the impact of biofilm and the newest and most effective techniques and protocols necessary for building a successful periodontal program.

After this course, you will be able to:
• Discuss the biofilm influence and its control through periodontal maintenance
• Identify the periodontal percentage of your practice, develop specific periodontal treatment

PERIODONTICS LECTURE
V338, 2-3:30 PM
A la carte fee: $50

1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for All

Educational funding provided by CareCredit, PerioProtect, Kettenbach Dental, and Oracare

Content is copyright protected and provided for personal use only - not for reproduction or retransmission. For reprints please contact the Publisher.
Are We All Just Waiting to Inhale?
Cannabis, Cannabinoids, Terpenes & Dentistry

Thomas Viola, RPh., Columbus, NJ
Pharmacist

Are you confident in your knowledge and understanding of cannabis, cannabinoids and terpenes? Despite a rise in social and legal acceptance of cannabis, concerns regarding its use remain in dentistry, since major routes of cannabis administration involve the oral cavity. Understanding the effects of cannabis on oral health and dental treatment is essential to patient care.

After this course, you will be able to:
• Discuss cannabis, including its various dosage forms, routes of administration and adverse effects
• Understand the dental issues of cannabis, including treatment modifications and strategies for patient care planning

PHARMACOLOGY LECTURE
V339, 2-3:30 PM
A la carte fee: $50
1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for All

Medically Compromised Seniors:
A Dental Guide

Michael Wiseman, DDS, Cote St. Luc, Quebec
Private Practice

As the USA and the world ages, dental offices will have a growing number of seniors with a multitude of medical problems and resulting polypharmacy. The speaker will deal with various body systems and how various medical conditions may affect the delivery of dental care. Other topics include COVID-19, herbal supplements, dementia diagnosis and treatment, anticoagulation and oral surgery.

After this course, you will be able to:
• Understand how dental care can be modified by a patient’s health status
• Prevent unwanted surprises in the operatory

GERIATRICS LECTURE
V340, 2-3:30 PM
A la carte fee: $50
1.50 CE Hours, Recommended for All

Content is copyright protected and provided for personal use only - not for reproduction or retransmission.
For reprints please contact the Publisher.
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## EXHIBITOR INDEX AND SPONSORS

### Exhibitors at press time

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exhibitor</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3M Oral Care</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-dec</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Techniques, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ally Lending</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asiga</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bausch Articulating Papers, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bank of America</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benco Dental</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bisco Dental Products</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRASSELER USA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CareCredit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carestream Dental</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago Dental Broker</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago Dental Society Foundation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colgate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CREST + ORAL-B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darby Dental Supply</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCI Edge</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ddsmatch.com</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dental Health Products, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DENTECH Corporation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diatech, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMG America</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garrison Dental Solutions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMPLADENT, Ltd.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ivoclar Vivadent, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. Morita USA, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KaVo Kerr</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keating Dental Arts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kettenbach Dental</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Komet USA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kulzer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kuraray America</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L&amp;R Manufacturing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lighthouse360, a Henry Schein One Company</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicom</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MouthWatch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSK America Corp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patterson Dental</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDT, Inc.- Paradise Dental Technologies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philips Sonicare &amp; Zoom Whitening</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pierrel Pharma SRL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLANMECA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ProEdge Dental Water Labs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ProSites</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulpdent Corporation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDI (North America) Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shofu Dental Corporation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simplifye</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunstar Americas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Dentists Insurance Company</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tokuyama Dental America</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treloar &amp; Heisel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultradent Products, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water Pik, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEAVE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Course Sponsors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AvaDent</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bisco</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAO Group</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Care Credit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDS Foundation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colgate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ContacEZ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dentsply Sirona</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMG</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida Probe</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois Society of Orthodontists</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ivoclar Vivadent</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kettenbach Dental</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oracare</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perio Protect</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUNSTAR America</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuttnauer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vista</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOCO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weave</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zest Dental Solutions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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CLASSIFIEDS

DEADLINES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monthly Period</th>
<th>Deadline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>January/February</td>
<td>December 10, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March/April</td>
<td>February 3, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May/June</td>
<td>April 9, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July/August</td>
<td>June 12, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September/October</td>
<td>August 3, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November</td>
<td>September 14, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December</td>
<td>November 2, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PAYMENT

Advance payment must accompany your ad. Make checks payable to Chicago Dental Society.

RATES

Standard Classified: $95 for the first 30 words plus $4 for each additional word.

Display Classified: $115 per column inch. Minimum ad size is one column inch.

Premium Standard Classified: $105 for the first 30 words plus $4 per each additional word.

Member discount: CDS members are entitled to a 10 percent discount. Your CDS membership number must be provided as proof of membership when placing the classified ad to qualify.

For Sale ads: Dental practices listed for sale within this section of the CDS Review are limited to practices that are being sold either by a dentist or a management company hired by the dentist to sell the practice. Ads from all others may not be accepted.

Discrimination: Although CDS believes that advertisements published in the CDS Review are from reputable sources, CDS neither investigates the offers nor assumes responsibility for them. CDS reserves the right to edit, decline, accept and withdraw advertisements at its discretion.

FOR RENT


FINANCIAL OPPORTUNITY: New office start up consultation. Contact Jim Plescia, jplescia@e-ppc.com, 630.890.6074.

Professional Practice Transitions.

PERIODONTIST AVAILABLE FOR YOUR OFFICE:

It is no longer necessary to send cases out your door, loosen revenue, loosen control or never seeing the patient again. Board certified periodontist is available to complete perio and implant procedures in your office. Twenty-plus years experience with a stellar reputation. Available one to six days per month. Reply to toothdoc1906@me.com.

LOOKING TO PURCHASE

ARE YOU LOOKING TO SELL YOUR QUALITY CONE BEAM DIRECTLY? I am looking to purchase a quality used cone beam from a private owner along with installation if possible. 630.755.1371.

PERIODONTAL LOOKING FOR VARIOUS FORMS OF COLLABORATION: Dear Colleagues, I am looking for various forms of collaboration/practice purchase/rental in Chicago. Board certified periodontist with a dual degree in prosth. All contemporary perio, advanced soft tissue management and full arch protocols All-on-X FPI,2,3 from A-Z, digital workflow and marketing experience. Looking for a practice to purchase/rent/other forms of collaboration. biowidth@gmail.com.

FOR SALE BY BROKER


CHICAGO ENDODONTIC PRACTICE FOR SALE: Excellent opportunity to acquire a well established endo practice with a strong referral base. Four operators. Collections, $462,000. PP/fee-for-service. Contact Jim Plescia, jplescia@e-ppc.com, 630.890.6074. Professional Practice Transitions.


PART-TIME PRACTICE FOR SALE, BARRINGTON: Solid part-time practice with very low overhead. Three operatories and existing patient base. Lake County equals better fee schedules. 80% PPC, 20% fee-for-service. Contact: 847.849.6371.

feethdr05@gmail.com.
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CLASSIFIEDS

LASALLE COUNTY, PRACTICES FOR SALE:
Awesome new listing. General practices for sale. Collections, $1.2 million. PPO/fee-for-service. Four digital operatories in each location. Contact Jim Plescia, jplescia@e-ppc.com, 630.890.6074. Professional Practice Transitions.

NILES PRACTICE FOR SALE:
Excellent opportunity to buy an established second generation family practice. Four digital operatories expandable. Average collections, $489,000. Contact Jim Plescia, jplescia@e-ppc.com, 630.890.6074. Professional Practice Transitions.

NAPERVILLE PRACTICE FOR SALE:

GLENVIEW, EQUIPMENT SALE:

ST. LOUIS GENERAL PRACTICE FOR SALE:
Minutes from downtown Saint Louis, this general practice is in a prime location. The practice has four operators with a large expansions opportunity for additional ops. Collections of $450,000 and seller’s discretionary earnings of $150,000. Over 1,125 active patients. Real estate for sale, including adjacent 1-acre lot. Ready to learn more? Contact Kaile Vierstra with Professional Transition Strategies via email kaile@professionaltransition.com or give us a call, 719.694.8320. We look forward to hearing from you.

NORTHERN CHICAGO, GENERAL PRACTICE FOR SALE: Chicago is consistently rated as one of the best places to live in Illinois – and this location is truly the best of the best. Current doctor would prefer to sell to an individual. Six operatories with expansion opportunity. Collections of $600,000, seller’s discretionary earnings of nearly $180,000, 750 active patients with over 10 new patients per month. Great location in desirable community. To learn more about this excellent general practice, contact Kaile Vierstra with Professional Transition Strategies via email kaile@professionaltransition.com or give us a call, 719.694.8320. We look forward to hearing from you.

ORLAND PARK PRACTICE: Excellent start-up or satellite opportunity. Assume the lease. No money down. Includes practice, four digital operatories fully equipped. Collections, $200,000. Contact Jim Plescia, jplescia@e-ppc.com, 630.890.6074. Professional Practice Transitions.

NORTHWEST SUBURB – $1.3 million. CBCT, high tech, high visibility.

NEAR MIDWAY – $1.35 million-plus, fee-for-service/PPO, CBCT, high tech, high visibility.

HIGHLAND PARK – $1.7 million, fee-for-service/PPO/CBCT, beautiful.

NEAR NORTH SHORE – $600,000, low overhead, modern, paperless.

NORTHWEST SUBURB – $1 million collections, implant-based, real estate for sale.

PALATINE – $1.2 million, CBCT, pending.

NORTHWEST SUBURB – $500,000, fee-for-service/PPO, CBCT, pending.

BUFFALO GROVE – $300,000 on three days, real estate available. Price reduced.

FINCH – $650,000, all specialties referred.

WESTSIDE – $700,000, pending.

DUPAGE COUNTY – $700,000-plus, pending.

ELMHURST – $570,000, sold.

WHEATON/GLEN ELLYN – $600,000, low overhead, modern, paperless.

NAPERVILLE – $1.25 million, sold.

NAPERVILLE – $450,000, all specialties referred, pending.

ROCKFORD – $1.8 million collections, fee-for-service, freestanding building.
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CHICAGO, EDGE WATER – Three ops at street level. Great city location with free parking. Fee-for-service and PPO. Low overhead. A great second or starter office.

CHICAGO, MT. GREENWOOD – Four ops, expandable. Street level storefront on a busy corner with ample parking. Fee-for-service and PPO. Seller can stay. Great signage and high visibility.


CHICAGO, NORWOOD PARK – Three ops expandable to four. Busier corner storefront location. Seller can stay. Fee-for-service and PPO. Onsite lab a plus.

CHICAGO, PORTAGE PARK – Three ops at street level. Heavy walk by traffic, busy area. Fee-for-service and PPO. Associate can stay. Motivated seller.

EVANSTON – Two ops expandable to three. Highly profitable. Fee-for-service and PPO. Great location. Lots of natural light. Must see to appreciate.

MELROSE PARK – New. Four ops at street level with ample staff and patient parking. Great visibility. Fee-for-service and PPO. Turnkey and ready to go.

NEW LENOX – Four ops, expandable to five. Fee-for-service/PPO. Stunning modern build, full of natural light. High tech all digital.

NILES – Four ops, expandable to six. Street level dedicated building and parking lot. Fee-for-service and PPO. Seller can stay. Immediate cash flow opportunity.

ROCKFORD – New. Eight ops in a standalone building with a parking lot. High collections. 100% fee-for-service. Beautiful and modern. High tech and digital. Won’t find many like this on the market.

NORTH SHORE – Three ops in professional building. Low overhead. Motivated seller. Must see.

WOODRIDGE – Three ops in a street level storefront. Great access to I-355. Ample parking. 100% Fee-for-service. Low rent. Must see.

WORTH – Six ops, expandable. Corner location with parking. High collections. CBCT. Fee-for-service and PPO. Specialists on staff. A rare opportunity.

HENRY SCHEIN PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE TRANSITIONS—HELPING BUYERS AND SELLERS: For details contact Henry Schein Professional Practice Transitions Consultant Al Brown, 630.781.2176, al.brown@henryschein.com.

SOUTHWEST SUBURBS – Below market sale price - motivated seller. Three ops. Office or satellite with part-time associate in place if desired. Close to downtown Chicago and on busy Cicero Avenue. This $400,000 revenue, two-op practice with intra-oral camera and digital X-ray refers out most specialties.

KANKAKEE COUNTY – General practice with four equipped treatment rooms established for 30 years. Practice is digital, high tech, runs Dentrix software, and has been updated. Gross receipts $350,000. Specialties are referred out.

CHICAGO SOUTHWEST SIDE – Family-oriented practice in very stable community which is home to many Chicago police, fire, and city employees. Revenues $544,000, four ops, digital X-ray, intra-oral camera. Higher than average net income.

SOUTHWEST SUBURBS – Perfect turnkey office or satellite with part-time associate in place if desired. Close to downtown Chicago and on busy Cicero Avenue. This $400,000 revenue, two-op practice with intra-oral camera and digital X-ray refers out most specialties.

CHICAGO NORTH SIDE – New. Great starter, no dentist for 2 miles. $225,000 with no marketing. Priced to sell.

WEST SUBURBAN – Awesome four-op practice. All digital, paperless. Dentrix/Devis, never build out, new Cerac, two new operators and more. $700,000 or just 10 days per month. Nothing like it in the market. See to believe.

NORTH SUBURBAN – Three ops expandable to four. Doctor retiring from practice, doing $225,000. 2) Three-op and fee-for-service. Doing $400,000 without trying, well-established, real estate also. Motivated seller. Many new ones coming this spring. I will find you a practice. Call me.

SOUTH SIDE CHICAGO – Six-op beauty. Doing $570,000, real estate available. And priced to sell. Make an offer.

SOUTH SUBURBAN – 1) Four-op starter. Owner relocating and must sell, come save. Beautiful presentation, doing $225,000. 2) Three-op and fee-for-service. Doing $400,000 without trying, well-established, real estate also. Motivated seller. Many new ones coming this spring. I will find you a practice. Call me.
FOR SALE BY OWNER

NORTHERN ILLINOIS PRACTICE FOR SALE: Long-established general dental/specialty office in the Rockford area for sale. Multi-location and multi-doctor practice with a large patient base made up of PPO/fee-for-service patients. The practice is currently collecting $1 million with potential for much more. For more information contact northernillinoisdentals@gmail.com.

PRACTICE SHELL FOR SALE: Three plumbed/ networked ops with additional room in Fox Lake. Professional building. Ready to practice, see patients. $40,000 or best offer. tvoppracticesales@gmail.com.

DENTAL PRACTICE FOR SALE: Owner is retiring and selling general family practice and office condo. Lisle area. Collections for 2019, $200,000 for 20 hours weekly. No HMO or Medicaid. wjsjag@yahoo.com.

BIOLASE WATERLASE EXPRESS: The portable Waterlase Express, all-tissue laser lets you perform more procedures in a single visit. Additional cart included with purchase. $24,000 or best offer, if interested please email marketing@dentalstore.com.

GREAT OFFICE FOR NEW GRADS, SECOND LOCATION: Established office in the south side Roseland area within free-standing medical center. Good mix of fee-for-service, PPO, cash, and Medicaid. Grossing $70,000 on only two days. Rent only $500/month or may buy building. Reply confidentially. josef.doctor@dfamilydentalt.com.

FOR SALE BY OWNER: For sale by owner for medical reasons, three fully equipped operatories in Kankakee, all digital, gross $280,000. Includes building, $225,000. williammitosso@yahoo.com.

PRACTICE FOR SALE: Northwest suburb, good starter office, three ops, all insurance patients, busy street, low rent. Equipment from second office are for separate sale, units, lights, X-rays, compressor, vacuum, etc. Contact ikeval20@gmail.com or 847.454.7660.

JUSTICE PRACTICE FOR SALE OR RENT-TO-OWN: Fully-equipped dental office with five to six operatories. Great location. Ideal for start-up or second location. Selling Price, $95,000. Contact harrismyl@gmail.com or 630.920.0992.

PRACTICE FOR SALE: State-of-the-art modern build out practice for sale, Portage Park area, turnkey, digital, paperless with full equipment, three A-dec chairs, plumbed for five. Please send us an email at dentaltetesumes.4455@yahoo.com for further inquiries.

WELL-ESTABLISHED DENTAL PRACTICE FOR SALE IN NORTH SIDE OF CHICAGO: 2,400-square-foot building with ample parking behind and great location. Six fully equipped operatories, digital X-ray and Dentrix. PPO/fee-for-service grossing $800,000 per year. English- and Romanian-speaking language patients. Email dospaveli@yahoo.com.

DENTAL PRACTICE FOR SALE: Owner is retiring and selling general family practice and office condo. Lisle area. Collections for 2019, $200,000 for 20 hours weekly. No HMO or Medicaid. wjsjag@yahoo.com.

OFFICE FOR SALE BY OWNER: Office for sale by owner, for medical reasons, in Orland Park. Four operatories, three fully equipped. All digital. Gross $310,000. $190,000. Call 708.287.3887.

OPPORTUNITIES

GENERAL DENTIST, PART TIME: General dentist, St. Charles Dental Care is seeking a part-time associate general dentist to join our well-established, multi-site group practice for three days/week and every other Saturday. Fee-for-service practice with solid patient base needs a professional experienced in all phases of general dentistry. Knowledgeable staff with state-of-the-art equipment. Email CV to hr@Elmhurstdental.com.
DENTAL DREAMS is actively seeking motivated, quality-oriented associate dentists for our offices in Chicago, IL and surrounding suburbs. We provide the ultimate in quality general dentistry to the entire family in a modern, technologically advanced setting with experienced support staff. Our highly valued associates enjoy top tier compensation. Compensation includes: Sign-on bonus up to $30,000. Average compensation of full-time dentists in excess of $220,000 per annum. Guaranteed base pay. Clinical Practice includes: Complete autonomy over treatment planning. Mentoring by top rated, experienced clinicians. Benefits include: health insurance, malpractice insurance, three weeks’ vacation, continuing education, relocation expenses, Visa and permanent residency sponsorship, and dental coverage for associates and immediate family members. Make Dental Dreams a reality for you. Please contact us to learn more about rewarding associate dentist opportunities with Dental Dreams. We offer full-time, part-time and Saturday only schedules. Phone: 312.274.4598. Email: recruiting@dentaldreams.com. Website: http://www.dentaldreams.com.

DENTIST: North Side-based group practice has position available for enthusiastic, personable individual who enjoys performing oral surgery. Excellent compensation. Multi-doctor office and large friendly staff. Please contact us at toothgroup.chicago@gmail.com.

GENERAL DENTISTS NEEDED: Webster Dental Care is seeking three general dentists for our offices in La Grange, Schaumburg and Skokie. All positions are full-time and require Saturday hours. We have modern and safe offices stocked with PPE and other devices to keep everyone safe. Our exceptional fee reimbursement and our hi-tech offices will help you be successful. Send your resume to Dr. Steve Rempas at drsteve@webster.dental.

FULL-TIME DENTISTS WANTED – CHICAGO-LAND OFFICES: Gain lots of experience in a digital, chartless office. We see everyone from kids to seniors. Hit the ground running without waiting to build your own clientele. We love to help train new dentists. Recent graduates welcomed. Sign-on bonus and guaranteed base rate. Malpractice insurance paid. No HMOs. Please email director@allstardentalclinic.com.

PART-TIME PEDIATRIC SPECIALISTS WANTED: Chicago and suburb locations. Generous per diem compensation. Half- or full-day every week or every two weeks. Flexible schedule. Digital/chartless offices. Malpractice insurance paid. No grad welcome. No HMOs. dimitri_h@hotmail.com.

ORTHODONTIST: Excellent opportunity for an orthodontist to join our well established multispecialty group practice in central Wisconsin. We are looking for an orthodontist to join our current staff to help serve an increasing patient load. We offer a new associate an outstanding wage and benefit package with the potential of ownership. This is an excellent opportunity to step into an active practice and become an equal partner in a large group practice. If you are interested, please send CV to Dental Clinic of Marshfield, P.O. Box 929, Marshfield, WI, 54449, Attn: Mr. Neil Armitage or call 715.387.1702 or email neil.armitage@dentalclinicofmarshfield.com for additional information.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITY: Family Dental Care is a dental group owned by dentists (over 150 employees) and is expanding and seeking general dentists, specialists and residents. Currently six locations and growing. Our partners earn at the top 1 percent of dentists. Come and talk to them. Highly competitive salary with no Public Aid and 95 percent fee-for-service. Latest technology including digital X-rays, microscopes, CERC, CBCT, LANAP with specialists on staff. Full-time or part-time positions available. Very busy quality-oriented practice. Recent graduates welcome. MJW DDS@yahoo.com.

DENTIST MATERNITY COVERAGE: From December to February with part-time option. Our Palos Heights team is looking for a general dentist to cover ours during her maternity leave from early December until the end of February with the option to stay on part-time. Pay is $450 daily guarantee or 30% of adjusted production, whichever is higher. Please email your resume to info@ballheardinental.com. Schedule is Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, 11 a.m. to 7 p.m.; Wednesday, 7 a.m. to 2 p.m.; and two Saturdays a month, 8 a.m. to 1 p.m. Closed Dec. 24 to Jan. 4.

Please turn on Overprint Preview
ASSOCIATE DENTIST: Universal Dental Clinics is looking for a full-time/part-time dentist to work in clinics located in Burbank and Hyde Park. Contact Raya at 201.423.3203. Email raya@udclinics.com. Clinics located in Burbank and Hyde Park. Contact looking for a full-time/part-time dentist to work in

ASSOCIATE DENTIST, POSSIBLE PARTNERSHIP: Multidiscipline dental office in northwest Indiana is looking for an associate dentist/possible partnership (with the probability for a buy-in after one to two years) to join our team. Our office is up to date with the latest technology and established with a high patient count in addition to 75/80 new patients per month. This is an immediate position and stayed on long term due to high pay, clinical satisfaction and company organization/professionalism. Email precision4317@gmail.com. Thank you.

ASSOCIATE POSITION, MONDAY AND WEDNESDAY: At Advent Dental we pride ourselves on providing great care with the latest technology. You will be able to utilized CEREC chair-side milling and cone beam imaging in a fully digital office. vramirez@adventdentaldental.net.

ASSOCIATE GENERAL DENTIST, PEORIA AREA: Maple Shade Dental in Dunlap, IL, is DCA-affiliated practice), is currently seeking a full-time general dentist. Great earnings, benefits, CE, relocation money, and more. Experienced or new grads welcome. Email resume to bames@dentalcarealliance.com. Learn more at www.dentalcarealliance.com.

ASSOCIATE DENTIST, POSSIBLE PARTNERSHIP: Multidiscipline dental office in northwest Indiana is looking for an associate dentist/possible partnership (with the probability for a buy-in after one to two years) to join our team. Our office is up to date with the latest technology and established with a high patient count in addition to 75/80 new patients per month. This is an immediate position and stayed on long term due to high pay, clinical satisfaction and company organization/professionalism. Email precision4317@gmail.com. Thank you.

GENERAL DENTIST NEEDED: Busy, state-of-the-art office looking for general dentist for office located in city of Chicago. Great compensation, daily minimum guaranteed, highly trained staff, paid malpractice insurance. Email resume to dentists@jobs123@gmail.com.


MCHENRY COUNTY PRACTICE LOOKING FOR FULL-TIME DENTIST: Very busy fee-for-service/PPO office in McHenry County is looking for a full-time dentist to join the practice. This successful practice has been a part of the community for decades, and has a great downtown location. This practice offers a guaranteed salary of $150,000, with the opportunity to make $250,000-plus with the right clinician. In addition to great compensation, the position comes with a full array of benefits (medical insurance, disability, malpractice, 401k) and mentorship and CE opportunities. Please email 1250dental@gmail.com for more information.

GENERAL DENTIST: Privately owned, modern office in Schaumburg seeking part-time general dentist. Excellent working environment with a friendly and well-trained staff. Guaranteed minimum pay with a tremendous income potential and paid malpractice insurance. PPO and fee-for-service office. No Medicaid or HMOs. We have top-notch PPE, including F100 3M respirators, N95 masks, UV sterilization, medical grade air purification system, and extra-oral suction units to trap aerosols. Please email resume to maria@advfamilydentalcare.com.

WANT TO ACHIEVE MORE FROM WORK?: Associates earning $20,000 to $30,000 monthly seeing 10 patients per day. Working on a diverse patient base. Email mjw_dds@yahoo.com. As for our four associates, as well as for our two dental assistants, we emphasize the importance of high standards of care and a positive work environment. We are looking for someone who shares our values and can contribute to our success.

GENERAL DENTIST: Privately owned, modern office in Schaumburg seeking part-time general dentist. Excellent working environment with a friendly and well-trained staff. Guaranteed minimum pay with a tremendous income potential and paid malpractice insurance. PPO and fee-for-service office. No Medicaid or HMOs. We have top-notch PPE, including F100 3M respirators, N95 masks, UV sterilization, medical grade air purification system, and extra-oral suction units to trap aerosols. Please email resume to maria@advfamilydentalcare.com.

GENERAL DENTIST: Privately owned, modern office in Schaumburg seeking part-time general dentist. Excellent working environment with a friendly and well-trained staff. Guaranteed minimum pay with a tremendous income potential and paid malpractice insurance. PPO and fee-for-service office. No Medicaid or HMOs. We have top-notch PPE, including F100 3M respirators, N95 masks, UV sterilization, medical grade air purification system, and extra-oral suction units to trap aerosols. Please email resume to maria@advfamilydentalcare.com.

WANT TO ACHIEVE MORE FROM WORK?: Associates earning $20,000 to $30,000 monthly seeing 10 patients per day. Working on a diverse patient base. Email mjw_dds@yahoo.com. As for our four associates, as well as for our two dental assistants, we emphasize the importance of high standards of care and a positive work environment. We are looking for someone who shares our values and can contribute to our success.

DENTAL ASSOCIATE: Full-time and part-time opportunity in our well-established and very busy Aurora and Joilet locations. Practice all aspects of dentistry on a diverse patient base. Email jfdental825@gmail.com.

DENTAL MANAGER, DENTAL BILLING, REGISTERED HIGHNESS, AND DENTAL ASSISTANT: Two modern dental offices in Orland Park looking for experienced dental manager, dental billings, registered hygienist, front desk, and dental assistant. asfourse@aol.com. Or call 708.415.0225.
GREAT GENERAL DENTISTS WANTED, SIGN-ON BONUS AVAILABLE: We are looking for a caring, driven and confident general dentists to join several of our Illinois practices full time. The practices have a long track record of success as a private practice and a loyal patient base in place. Enjoy the benefits of a strong operational team to help support the practice while you focus on the clinical care with complete autonomy. With experienced staff in place, this is truly a plug and play situation. In addition to a strong compensation and benefits package, this position also includes paid for CE opportunities and a large sign on bonus. cblitzer@midwest-dental.com.

GENERAL DENTIST NEEDED, PART-TIME: Progressive cosmetic family practice seeks part-time associate to join our dedicated and highly trained team. New grads welcome. Candidates must be comfortable with molar endodontics and extractions. Our state-of-the-art facility equipped with CBCT, Pano, i-Tero digital scanner and Intraoral cameras. We accept PPO and fee-for-service. Part-time Tuesdays, Fridays and alternating Saturdays. Please email cover letter and resume apply@modernessencedentistry.com.

GENERAL DENTIST: Our established practice with 20-plus years of standing and growing, needs a part-time/full-time general dentist. We are located in Elgin. We have thousands of active patients and trained staff. Currently accepting PPO/AllKids/ self-pay. mahairidentalcenterstaff@yahoo.com.

LINCOLN PARK SMILES IS LOOKING FOR A NEW DENTIST: Lincoln Park Smiles is looking to hire a new associate dentist to our team in Lincoln Park and The Loop. We have two great locations where every doctor is focused on creating a fantastic patient experience and high quality dentistry. We have all necessary PPE and more. Please send resumes to ccb lincolnparksmiles.com. We are excited to add another member to our family.

GREAT GENERAL DENTISTS WANTED, SIGN-ON BONUS AVAILABLE: We are looking for a caring, driven and confident general dentists to join several of our Illinois practices full time. The practices have a long track record of success as a private practice and a loyal patient base in place. Enjoy the benefits of a strong operational team to help support the practice while you focus on the clinical care with complete autonomy. With experienced staff in place, this is truly a plug and play situation. In addition to a strong compensation and benefits package, this position also includes paid for CE opportunities and a large sign on bonus. cblitzer@midwest-dental.com.

GENERAL DENTIST PART-TIME OPPORTUNITY: A privately owned, modern, fully digital (CBCT) general practice (PPO/fee-for-service) is seeking an outgoing associate with integrity at our Chicago office in Andersonville (60640). Practitioner will have a collaborative relationship with the owner and be supported by a great team and systems. Compensation based on production (initial daily minimum). CE contribution provided. One-year experience or residency required. Please send resume to lakeshore550studio@gmail.com. Case portfolio preferred.

NOW HIRING: SPECTRUM® Healthcare Resources is looking for a dentist to join our team at Naval Station Great Lakes in Waukegan. With no productivity pressures, our practice is designed to offer professionals the ability to provide great dental care. Contact Lisa Meyers at 314.882.9513 or visit www.spectrumhealth.com.

FULL-TIME DENTIST WANTED FOR ESTABLISHED PRACTICE IN NORTHERN SUBURBS: Full-time dentist wanted for a modern, fee-for-service office in Skokie/Morton Grove area. This office is an excellent opportunity for a skilled dentist to establish a long career. A full array of benefits are included with the position. If interested, please contact 1250dental@gmail.com.

ASSOCIATE DENTIST: Located in Belvidere (east Rockford). General dentistry, implant dentistry, orthodontics. Accepting insurance/AllKids. Associate dentist private room. 45 percent compensation. Available work Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday. New dental school graduates welcome. Send resume to belvideredental@gmail.com.

GENERAL DENTIST NEEDED: Full-time or part-time associate to join our team in Lincoln Park and The Loop. We have two great locations where every doctor is focused on creating a fantastic patient experience and high quality dentistry. We have all necessary PPE and more. Please send resumes to ccb lincolnparksmiles.com. We are excited to add another member to our family.

GENERAL DENTIST NEEDED: Full-time or part-time associate to join our team in Lincoln Park and The Loop. We have two great locations where every doctor is focused on creating a fantastic patient experience and high quality dentistry. We have all necessary PPE and more. Please send resumes to ccb lincolnparksmiles.com. We are excited to add another member to our family.

PEDIATRIC DENTIST OPPORTUNITY, FAR NORTHWEST SUBURBS: Sign-on bonus for pediatric dentist. Come join First Smiles, our PPO Pediatric office in Crystal Lake. Guaranteed base salary plus production bonus. Established, doctor-led office with busy schedule and long-term staff. You will be busy on Day One. Safety protocols include health screening, complete PPE and HEPA air filtration. Benefits include CE, malpractice and 401(k) match. Send CV to recruiting@uniteddentalpartners.com.

LOVE WHERE YOU WORK, JOIN SHINING SMILES: Shining Smiles seeks full-time or part-time associate for our office in Joliet and Riverside. Beautiful new office with great income potential and an awesome work environment. Check out our website www.shiningsmiles.com and come work with the best. Send resume to miad312@gmail.com.

DENTIST: Looking for motivated general dentist part-time leading to full-time in Glenview. Korean language is preferable. Please email CV to blissfuldentistry@gmail.com.
DENTIST WANTED FOR EXCELLENT LOOP PRACTICE: Newly remodeled Loop practice looking for a hardworking dentist to join our team. This opportunity provides great hours, an established patient base, and the ability for a skilled dentist to excel financially. In addition to great compensation, the position comes with health benefits, 401(k), malpractice and disability insurance, and CE and mentoring opportunities. Please contact 1699dental@gmail.com for more information.

EXPERIENCED GENERAL DENTIST NEEDED: Unique opportunity with set salary, bonus and ownership potential. General dentist needed in Westmont and Hoffman Estates offices. Some experience required. Will provide set salary, bonus and ownership potential. We have large marketing department and can bring lots of qualified leads. Please email at drsharma@eonclinics.com.

DENTIST WANTED: General dentist one day/week from Oct. 26, 2020 to March 31, 2021. Email day(s) of week availability then we pick day. Northwest Chicago and Mt. Prospect. Send CV and day(s) available to drorderstuff@sbcglobal.net. $75/hour. 1:30 to 6:30 p.m. weekday or Saturday 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.

GENERAL DENTIST OPPORTUNITY: We have a great opportunity for general dentist to join our McHenry area offices. Busy growing practices with great staff, modern all-digital, 3D CBCT equipment and Cerec. Some evenings and Saturdays needed. Please email CV to lakemoordental@gmail.com.

ASSOCIATE DENTIST: Immediate opening for associate dentist in one of our four locations in Chicago. Excellent commission based compensation. Part-time/full-time. 60% Medicaid, rest private insurance and cash. Email info@hanadentalcenter.com.

FULL-TIME ASSOCIATESHIP, WESTERN SUBURBS: Great position available for the right dentist. Full-time and start immediately. Great group practice setting and excellent compensation. Please send resume to chicagodentalbroker@gmail.com.

ENDODONTIC SERVICES NEEDED: GP offices with CBCT seeking endodontist or GP focusing on endodontics to treat patients at our offices in northwest suburbs. Please email anapet1@gmail.com to discuss opportunity.

EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY: Our established practice with 10 years of standing and growing, needs a part-time general dentist. We are located within half-an-hour drive from Barrington, Schaumburg, Hoffman Estates, Elgin and surrounding areas, right off of the highway I-90 West. We have thousands of active patients and trained staff. Compensation is based off of a higher percentage of production than the industry standard or a guaranteed base salary of $750 per day, whichever is higher. We offer signing bonus of $5,000 even for a part-time position, paid malpractice and an annual allowance towards CE. We need a doctor who is a team player and must be comfortable in all phases of general dentistry. We sponsor, H1-B and green card. bestpaidental@gmail.com.

GENERAL DENTISTS, FULL-TIME/PART-TIME: Team Dental is a busy, fast-growing, privately owned dental office in Chicago, seeking talented and enthusiastic associate dentists. New grads welcome. Morning/evening schedules. Guaranteed minimum plus tremendous income potential. Email sidwjobs@gmail.com.

ORTHODONTIST – FULL-TIME IN SOUTH BEND, IN: Full-time orthodontist role with our affiliated South Bend, IN, specialty practice. Outstanding earnings, benefits, relocation, and more. Well-established practice, over 30 years. Email resume to bames@dentalcarealliance.com or learn more and apply online at www.dentalcarealliance.com.

GENERAL DENTIST: Fast-growing, fast-paced, modern practice needs an ortho endo specialist. Email CV to drsud.dds@gmail.com for interview.

PEDIATRIC DENTIST: Western suburbs. Busy, multi-specialty office looking for a part-time pediatric dentist one to two days per week. Please email resume to dentjobsds@gmail.com.

DENTIST WANTED: Looking for a caring and ambitious associate to work in the south suburbs. Great patients and staff. All fee-for-service and possible partnership. dentaldoc2offices@gmail.com.
CLASSIFIEDS

SERVICES

CITIBANK HEALTHCARE PRACTICE FINANCE:

DENTAL CLINIC ARCHITECT:
Planning to renovate or build a new dental clinic? We have extensive experience in designing dental clinics. Contact Mythili Thiagarajan, mythili@auromiraarchitects.com, 612.804.4959. Visit us at www.auromiraarchitects.com.

DENTISTS’ ATTORNEY – STEVEN H. JESSER:
Representing Illinois and Wisconsin dental practitioners in all legal aspects of dental practice, including practice purchases and sales, IDFPR/WDSPS discipline, licensing, litigation, contracts, and real estate. No charge for initial consultation. Highly experienced. Reasonable fees. Glenview office. Call 847.424.0200 or 847.212.5620 (cell) (7-days, including evenings). shj@sjesser.com.

DDSMATCH CHICAGO - LOOKING FOR A TRUSTED PARTNER TO SUPPORT YOUR OWNERSHIP TRANSITION? Successfully connecting dentists’ present with their future... ddsmatch, the fastest growing brokerage in the U.S. dental market. Now celebrating 10 years supporting dentists with unique tools and valuable services supporting practice sales, partnerships/mergers, associate recruitment, and practice appraisals. Call us for a confidential conversation about your future transition. Call 1.855.546.0044 or email Rex Plamann, ddsmatch Chicago at rplamann@ddsmatch.com.


RICHARD A. CRANE:
THE DENTIST’S PREMIER ATTORNEY
Get the high-quality, cost-effective legal advice that dentists deserve.
30-plus years representing dentists in the purchase and sale of practices; purchase, sale and lease of dental offices, office condominiums and buildings; formation of professional, C- and S-corporations and limited liability companies; employment and independent contractor agreements; advising start-ups; counseling new, young and established dentists.
Flexible and hours and fees.
CONTACT RICH FOR A CONFIDENTIAL COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATION
rcrane@r-cranelaw.com, http://www.r-cranelaw.com, 847.279.8521.

DENTAL AUXILIARY PLACEMENT SERVICE, INC.
Providing staffing solutions for permanent or temporary needs for Dental Practices
- Dentists
- Registered Dental Hygienists
- Chair Side Assistants
- Receptionists/Office Managers
- Exhibitor Booth Personnel
847.696.1988
info@daps-inc.com

Cutting Edge Practice
Dental Start-Ups
Post-Transition Consulting
Buyer Due Diligence
Practice Management
Dental Marketing & Staffing
For General Dentists and Dental Specialists
Learn About Our Programs
www.CuttingEdgePractice.com
Call Wendy Pesavento (773) 502-6000
Sharon Kantor Bogetz (847) 370-9131
See Our Dental Design Portfolio at www.MidwestDentalSolutions.com
Consider volunteering your time at the CDS Foundation Clinic in Wheaton or making a donation of dental supplies.

To volunteer your time and talents at the CDS Foundation Clinic: Call Marta at 630.260.8530.

Please help us support the oral health of our communities by making a year-end contribution to the Chicago Dental Society Foundation. Your donation is tax-deductible.

40 years and counting
VISION + FOCUS + STRENGTH

What does it mean to be built by dentists?
In 1980, a small group of CDA members took action and founded The Dentists Insurance Company with a mission to protect only dentists. Since that time, TDIC has transformed from providing professional liability coverage to delivering comprehensive insurance and risk management solutions for a community of 24,000 policyholders in 15 states.

Today, we still protect only dentists — with the same drive and dedication as our founders.

Discover our dentist-led vision at tdicinsurance.com.

Endorsed by

Protecting dentists. It’s all we do.
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